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MADONNA’S 
DISGRACE!

M
ADONNA has rebuilt 

burnt bridges with burnt bridges with 

her teenage son — her teenage son — 

too bad rebel Rocco too bad rebel Rocco 

Ritchie has been Ritchie has been 

spotted boozing beneath one!spotted boozing beneath one!

These shocking These shocking 

photographs, exclusively photographs, exclusively 

obtained by The National obtained by The National 

ENQUIRER, show the 15-year-ENQUIRER, show the 15-year-

old puffing on a hand-rolled old puffing on a hand-rolled 

cigarette, and swilling hard cigarette, and swilling hard 

cider with pals in central cider with pals in central 

London just days after Mama London just days after Mama 

Madge arrived to spend time Madge arrived to spend time 

with him!with him!

The notoriously strict The notoriously strict 

Material Girl reunited with Material Girl reunited with 

her estranged son during her estranged son during 

a bruising and ongoing a bruising and ongoing 

international custody battle international custody battle 

PICTURES

THAT WOULD 

BREAK EVERY 

PARENT’S 

HEART

with his dad, Guy Ritchie.

Madonna, 57, shared Madonna, 57, shared 

custody of Rocco after her custody of Rocco after her 

divorce from the “Sherlock divorce from the “Sherlock 

Holmes” director in 2008. But Holmes” director in 2008. But 

the two have been at odds the two have been at odds 

since Rocco fled her Rebel since Rocco fled her Rebel 

Heart Tour in December for Heart Tour in December for 

the “less strict” confines of the “less strict” confines of 

his dad’s home. his dad’s home. 

As The ENQUIRER As The ENQUIRER 

reported, Rocco went reported, Rocco went 

ballistic after his mother ballistic after his mother 

forbade him from seeing forbade him from seeing 

Guy, 47, until their scheduled Guy, 47, until their scheduled 

meetings, and even took meetings, and even took 

away his cell phone.away his cell phone.

The teen’s defiant behavior The teen’s defiant behavior 

seemed to be sending a seemed to be sending a 

message of “Mama don’t message of “Mama don’t 

preach!”preach!”
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... and he definitely 
inhaled AND exhaled!

Rocco lit up a hand-
rolled cig under  

a London bridge É

 Son Rocco’s drinking & smoking with pals on a 
 squalid London river bank— and he’s only 15! 
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 Mom and son dined  

 out in London  

 on April 17 

JULIA ROBERTS CAUGHT UP IN CHILWORLD 
EXCLUSIVE: 



MISCHA 

Barton was Barton was 

just 17 when just 17 when 

she surfed to she surfed to 

fame on the hit fame on the hit 

series “The O.C.”  series “The O.C.”  

— but now she only surfs — but now she only surfs 

on friends’ couches!on friends’ couches!

Mischa, 30, is essentially Mischa, 30, is essentially 

homeless and broke — and homeless and broke — and 

pals fear a total meltdown.pals fear a total meltdown.

“Mischa is in denial,” a spy “Mischa is in denial,” a spy 

whispered to The National whispered to The National 

ENQUIRER. “She thinks that ENQUIRER. “She thinks that 

if she doesn’t open letters if she doesn’t open letters 

from banks and attorneys from banks and attorneys 

chasing owed credit, then chasing owed credit, then 

they’ll go away.”they’ll go away.”

She refuses to live in her She refuses to live in her 

Beverly Hills mansion — likely Beverly Hills mansion — likely 

to be foreclosed — after a to be foreclosed — after a 

2009 incident in which she 2009 incident in which she 

was placed on an involuntary was placed on an involuntary 

psychiatric hold. Instead, psychiatric hold. Instead, 

she’s been crashing at a pal’s she’s been crashing at a pal’s 

condo and living condo and living 

out of a suitcase. out of a suitcase. 

“People might “People might 

think she’s turned think she’s turned 

her life around her life around 

because she isn’t because she isn’t 

falling out of nightclubs, but falling out of nightclubs, but 

behind closed doors she’s a behind closed doors she’s a 

complete wreck,” sighed  complete wreck,” sighed  

the insider. the insider. 

Creditors spent more than Creditors spent more than 

four years trying to collect four years trying to collect 

the $103,434.36 bill from her the $103,434.36 bill from her 

2009 rehab stay, but Mischa 2009 rehab stay, but Mischa 

refused to pay.refused to pay.

A $200,000 payday from A $200,000 payday from 

her recent stint on “Dancing her recent stint on “Dancing 

With the Stars” isn’t helping. With the Stars” isn’t helping. 

Pals said that money Pals said that money 

isn’t earmarked for her isn’t earmarked for her 

mortgage, and our spy mortgage, and our spy 

lamented: “The last few lamented: “The last few 

years have been a living hell, years have been a living hell, 

but somehow Mischa acts but somehow Mischa acts 

like everything is fine.”  NElike everything is fine.”  NE

 Madge, Rocco and his 

 pals visited an arts 

 center April 18 
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 THEN  NOW 

Their problems appeared 

to be resolved when the two to be resolved when the two 

caught a showing of “Batman caught a showing of “Batman 

v Superman: Dawn of Justice” v Superman: Dawn of Justice” 

on April 11, and then a theater on April 11, and then a theater 

production several days later.production several days later.

Madonna loosened her Madonna loosened her 

apron strings even more apron strings even more 

when she took Rocco to when she took Rocco to 

celeb-friendly London celeb-friendly London 

hotspot Chiltern Firehouse hotspot Chiltern Firehouse 

for dinner on April 17. She for dinner on April 17. She 

later posted a photo on later posted a photo on 

Instagram of their dinner Instagram of their dinner 

table overflowing with drinks.table overflowing with drinks.

“Madonna is overjoyed that “Madonna is overjoyed that 

Rocco has forgiven her,” a Rocco has forgiven her,” a 

source told The ENQUIRER. source told The ENQUIRER. 

“She has been strict in the “She has been strict in the 

past and is now making an past and is now making an 

effort to loosen up.”effort to loosen up.”

But at what cost? As the But at what cost? As the 

photos reveal, the damage to photos reveal, the damage to 

Rocco may already have been Rocco may already have been 

done. Could a “Sex” book be done. Could a “Sex” book be 

next? next? 

LIVING OUT OF 
A SUITCASE!

MESSED-UP MISCHA’S

Mischa’s Mischa’s 
a bleary, a bleary, 

blurry blurry 
wreck!wreck!

NNATION

Pages 
8-9N CHILLING DEATH THREATS DRAMA

Rocco knocked back 
hard cider with an 

unidentified companion 
while Madonna was in 

town to see him! 



DOUBLE H
ROCKS FOXX!

A 
1-2 PUNCH of bad 

news has hit Jamie news has hit Jamie 

Foxx right in the gut!Foxx right in the gut!

As his stepmother As his stepmother 

hovers near death, hovers near death, 

Jamie, 48, is on the brink of Jamie, 48, is on the brink of 

losing galpal Katie Holmes losing galpal Katie Holmes 

for good over fears of for good over fears of 

publicizing their relationship.publicizing their relationship.

“Katie has grown weary of “Katie has grown weary of 

playing hide-and-seek with playing hide-and-seek with 

their relationship,” said a their relationship,” said a 

close pal of the actress.close pal of the actress.

“After several years skulking “After several years skulking 

about with him on the down about with him on the down 

low, she desperately wants low, she desperately wants 

their coupling to be fully their coupling to be fully 

out of the closet and in full out of the closet and in full 

bloom.”bloom.”

The Oscar-winning star of The Oscar-winning star of 

“Ray” was estranged from “Ray” was estranged from 

his father, Shaheed his father, Shaheed 

Abdullah, when he Abdullah, when he 

passed away in 2014, passed away in 2014, 

and might soon lose and might soon lose 

his stepmom, Hellema, his stepmom, Hellema, 

65, who is battling a serious 65, who is battling a serious 

heart ailment.heart ailment.

But as Jamie’s relationship But as Jamie’s relationship 

with Tom Cruise’s ex-wife with Tom Cruise’s ex-wife 

fizzles, a pal of his dad is fizzles, a pal of his dad is 

pleading with him to meet pleading with him to meet 

with Hellema before she dies.with Hellema before she dies.

Bobby Spencer, 79, a Bobby Spencer, 79, a 

friend and neighbor to friend and neighbor to 

Jamie’s father, claimed Jamie’s father, claimed 

Shaheed regretted their Shaheed regretted their 

estrangement, which began estrangement, which began 

when he abandoned Jamie when he abandoned Jamie 

as a young child.as a young child.

“Hellema wanted the two of “Hellema wanted the two of 

them to at least be in contact them to at least be in contact 

and she begged Jamie to get and she begged Jamie to get 

in contact before Shaheed in contact before Shaheed 

died but it never happened,” died but it never happened,” 

said Bobby.said Bobby.

Jamie’s dad died suddenly Jamie’s dad died suddenly 

from pneumonia brought on from pneumonia brought on 

by scar tissue on his lungs. by scar tissue on his lungs. 

Because of his Muslim faith, Because of his Muslim faith, 

the funeral was held shortly the funeral was held shortly 

after his death.after his death.

“I was really sad I didn’t get “I was really sad I didn’t get 

the chance to go,” bemoaned the chance to go,” bemoaned 

Bobby. Bobby. 

“It would have been a good “It would have been a good 

thing to say goodbye. Jamie thing to say goodbye. Jamie 

certainly didn’t attend it.”certainly didn’t attend it.”

Following the loss of her Following the loss of her 

husband, Hellema’s health husband, Hellema’s health 

soon deteriorated.soon deteriorated.

“She had heart problems “She had heart problems 

and even heart attacks,” said and even heart attacks,” said 

Bobby. “She’s dying, too.”Bobby. “She’s dying, too.”

As The National As The National 

ENQUIRER reported in our ENQUIRER reported in our 

March 21 issue, Jamie was March 21 issue, Jamie was 

photographed wearing his photographed wearing his 

gold commitment ring, while gold commitment ring, while 

Katie wore a thin band.Katie wore a thin band.

Sources said Katie, 37, Sources said Katie, 37, 

is playing it cool with is playing it cool with 

Jamie, who’s fearful of Jamie, who’s fearful of 
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NO GIFTS FROM T
TO DAUGHTER SURI O

POOR little rich girl Suri 

Cruise was left sobbing on 

her 10th birthday because, 

once again, daddy Tom 

stayed away, marking 

nearly a thousand days 

since he has been seen 

with his daughter. 

“Suri was miserable,” 

a source told The 

National ENQUIRER. 

“She got everything 

— from designer outfits, a 

new computer and even a 

baby grand piano — but none 

of it was enough to fill the 

hole in her heart.

“All Suri wanted was time 

with her dad, but Tom didn’t 

even send a present!”

Mom Katie Holmes 

planned a weekend of fun to 

celebrate before the actual 

birthday on Monday, April 18. 

TED CRUZ’S DAD  

IS A TAX CHEAT!
Rafael Cruz has been fined for 

dodging his federal tax bill, and dodging his federal tax bill, and 

stands accused of setting up stands accused of setting up 

fake churches as tax cheats!fake churches as tax cheats!

PAGE 

16

CHURCH SEX SCANDAL
Preacher Joel 

Osteen and Osteen and 

his television his television 

mega ministry mega ministry 

are caught up are caught up 

in a pedophile in a pedophile 

case involving case involving 

“inappropriate “inappropriate 

touching.”touching.”
PAGE 

16

MICHAEL’S SUICIDE!
Expert analysis 

of a secret of a secret 

recording recording 

shows the King shows the King 

of Pop had of Pop had 

a death wish a death wish 

that left him that left him 

pleading for his pleading for his 

fatal drugs! fatal drugs! 

SPECTOR INNOCENT!

PAGE 

22

PAGE 

24

Forensic 

specialists said specialists said 

convicted killer convicted killer 

Phil Spector Phil Spector 

did not murder did not murder 

his alleged his alleged 

victim, but that victim, but that 

she took her she took her 

own life!own life!

❱❱YOU READ IT 
HERE FIRST!

THE ENQUIRER HAS 

M0RE EXCLUSIVES THAN 

ANY OTHER MAGAZINE

Katie wants 
her love for her love for 
Jamie out in Jamie out in 

the openthe open



DOUBLE HEARTACHE 
ROCKS FOXX!

angering Tom, angering Tom, 

as the “Mission: as the “Mission: 

Impossible” star Impossible” star 

wields plenty wields plenty 

of power in of power in 

Hollywood. Hollywood. 

She also has her She also has her 

hands full with her hands full with her 

film work, including film work, including 

her directorial her directorial 

debut, “All We Had,” debut, “All We Had,” 

which was released which was released 

last month.last month.

Jamie was raised Jamie was raised 

by his adoptive by his adoptive 

parents and had parents and had 

little to do with little to do with 

Shaheed and Shaheed and 

Hellema after the Hellema after the 

adoption.adoption.

His grandmother His grandmother 

encouraged him encouraged him 

to mend their to mend their 

relationship for relationship for 

many years.many years.

Jamie has spoken Jamie has spoken 

about the pain about the pain 

he’s felt being he’s felt being 

abandoned by his birth abandoned by his birth 

parents.parents.

“I still ask myself why they “I still ask myself why they 

didn’t want me. Maybe  didn’t want me. Maybe  

they weren’t ready to raise a they weren’t ready to raise a 

child,” said the actor. child,” said the actor. 

“Was it too inconvenient? I “Was it too inconvenient? I 

lived just up the street from lived just up the street from 

them. I’ll never understand it.”them. I’ll never understand it.”
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 Katie goes cold on  
 him as he reels from  

 family tragedy 

ROM TOM CRUISE 
R SURI ON HER BIRTHDAY

(And he (And he 
didn’tdidn’t

show up, show up, 
either!)either!)

“On Saturday, Katie threw 

a kids’ party at Dave & 

Buster’s, complete with 

cupcakes and gift baskets. 

Then on Sunday, Katie 

arranged a sit-down meal 

at Suri’s favorite restaurant, 

Tavern on the Green,” 

explained the spy.

That’s where sobbing 

Suri lost control, said the 

informant.

“There was no lifting Suri’s 

spirits … Tom was in London.  

In a phone call to Suri over 

the weekend, he offered the 

same old, lame excuse — that 

he’s really busy with work.

“When Katie’s mom 

innocently asked Suri if she’d 

gotten everything she’d 

wished for her birthday, she 

had a total meltdown. 

“Suri shot back, ‘No! I want 

my dad here!’

“The child had tears in her 

eyes … she put her head in 

her hands and started crying. 

It was a heartbreaking scene.

“Suri is carrying 

around a lot of 

loneliness. 

She just 

wants her 

daddy in her 

life.” NE

Tom  
continues  
to be an 

absent dad

FOR CELEBRITY STORIES 

CALL 1-800-645-4708

TIPS@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM

KATIE Holmes put a ring 

on it! 

The former Mrs. Tom 

Cruise has secretly married 

Jamie Foxx, sources told 

The National ENQUIRER, 

and he slyly slipped the 

news by stepping out with a 

shiny new gold band on his 

ring finger!

“There’s buzz the couple 

tied the knot in a hush-

hush ceremony earlier 

this year attended by just 

a few close friends and 

family members,” dished an 

insider.

“Katie’s daughter, Suri, 

was her maid of honor, her 

dad gave her away, and 

the couple wrote their own 

vows.

“They made everyone 

sign contracts promising 

secrecy, and had their 

marriage license sealed to 

keep it under wraps.”

Reps for both Katie, 37, 

and Jamie, 48, have denied 

they’re even dating, and 

insisted wedding rumors are 

false.

But Oscar-winner Jamie 

flashed his ring outside a 

Hillary Clinton fundraiser in 

the Big Apple on March 2.

The ENQUIRER was first 

to report their romance in 

2013, and we published a 

secret “spy” photo snapped 

in February 2015 showing 

the two holding hands.

“Katie and Jamie had 

discussed when to reveal 

they’re married, and their 

plan was to wait until Katie 

was pregnant,” dished the 

insider.

“Their plan is still to stay 

mum.” NE

FOXX FLASHES GOLD 

WEDDING BAND!

Jamie stepped out 
wearing a ring; Katie’s 

been more discreet 

KATIE’S SECRET IS OUT! 

Jamie’s 
abandonment abandonment 

still  still  
hurts himhurts him

Friend and Friend and 
neighbor neighbor 

Bobby SpencerBobby Spencer
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 ❱❱ PRINCE  
 CONTRACTED  
 HIV IN THE ’90S 

PRINCE TR
TO BEAT A
THROUGH PRA

MUSICAL icon Prince battled a variety 

of health woes during his 57 years — 

beginning with a childhood bout of 

epilepsy.

The musician revealed in 2009 he 

was epileptic from birth, but said his 

mother’s “religious faith” helped him 

deal with the illness, which apparently 

eventually subsided.

After decades of prancing on stage in 

high heels, Prince, whose real name was 

Prince Rogers Nelson, needed a double 

hip replacement. A source said he had 

“corrective surgery” to address the 

problem in 2010, but remained in pain 

until he died on April 21.

Alarms were also raised in 2009 

when stick-thin Prince appeared to 

R
OCK STAR Prince was 

diagnosed with AIDS diagnosed with AIDS 

six months ago — six months ago — 

but refused medical but refused medical 

treatment, believing treatment, believing 

he could be cured by prayer! he could be cured by prayer! 

Instead, the Instead, the 

ravaged 5-foot-2 ravaged 5-foot-2 

Grammy Award Grammy Award 

winner slowly winner slowly 

wasted away to a wasted away to a 

skeletal 80 pounds skeletal 80 pounds 

— and even stopped — and even stopped 

eating — before eating — before 

dying all alone on dying all alone on 

April 21.April 21.

Now in a block-Now in a block-

buster exclusive, buster exclusive, 

friends have told The friends have told The 

National ENQUIRER National ENQUIRER 

the tragic inside the tragic inside 

story of the “Purple story of the “Purple 

Rain” sensation’s Rain” sensation’s 

final weeks and final weeks and 

desperate fight  desperate fight  

for life.for life.

Surprisingly, the Surprisingly, the 

Jehovah’s Witness Jehovah’s Witness 

shrugged off shrugged off 

doctors who advised doctors who advised 

EPILEPSY, HIP PAIN, ANOREXIA É A LIFE OF SERIOUS HEALTH WOES

immediate treatment for the immediate treatment for the 

killer virus after the initial killer virus after the initial 

diagnosis, insiders said.diagnosis, insiders said.

“God can — and will — cure “God can — and will — cure 

me,” the cocky star told me,” the cocky star told 

friends.friends.

While Prince, 57, While Prince, 57, 

managed to maintain managed to maintain 

appearances, a appearances, a 

select few knew the select few knew the 

end was near.end was near.

A music industry A music industry 

source interviewed source interviewed 

by The ENQUIRER by The ENQUIRER 

messaged friends messaged friends 

on April 19 to reveal on April 19 to reveal 

Prince had full-blown Prince had full-blown 

AIDS. “He was in bad AIDS. “He was in bad 

shape,” the source shape,” the source 

revealed.revealed.

 Purple reign 

Paisley Park in Minnesota  
was Prince’s home and 

studio, and where he died

 Partying in Paris 

Already wasting  
away, Prince went  

out with pals

P
    WORLD EXCLUSIVE: POP LEGEND KEPT D
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MORE PRINCE STORIES 
PAGES 26, 27, 30, 31

CE TRIED 
T AIDS 
 PRAYER!

be anorexic at just 112 pounds! More 

recently, Prince’s private jet made an 

emergency landing after the plane 

reported an “unresponsive male” on 

board — who turned out to be Prince.  

He was treated at a local hospital for 

three hours before being released and 

resuming the flight.  

And as The National ENQUIRER 

is revealing in a world exclusive, 

Prince contracted the HIV virus in the 

1990s. Because of his faith, he chose 

not to fight the deadly disease with 

medication. 

Six months ago, Prince learned the 

infection had developed into full-blown 

AIDS — the disease that caused his 

untimely death last month. NE

É A LIFE OF SERIOUS HEALTH WOES

“Doctors told Prince his 
blood count was unusually blood count was unusually 
low and that his body low and that his body 
temperature had dropped temperature had dropped 
dangerously below the dangerously below the 
normal 98.6 degrees to 94 normal 98.6 degrees to 94 
degrees,” said the source. degrees,” said the source. 

“He was totally iron-“He was totally iron-
deficient, very weak and  deficient, very weak and  
often disoriented. He rarely often disoriented. He rarely 
ate and when he did, it all ate and when he did, it all 
came right back up.”came right back up.”

According to the source, According to the source, 
Prince contracted the Prince contracted the 
virus in the 1990s, but was virus in the 1990s, but was 
encouraged by members encouraged by members 
of his faith to ignore it and of his faith to ignore it and 
not take the medications not take the medications 
prescribed for him.prescribed for him.

“They told Prince he’d have “They told Prince he’d have 
everlasting life, and everlasting life, and 
believed he had been believed he had been 
cured by faith,” the cured by faith,” the 
source said. source said. 

“But the symptoms “But the symptoms 
returned, and it was returned, and it was 
too late for medication. too late for medication. 
Prince expected to live Prince expected to live 
through the summer, through the summer, 
but his immune system but his immune system 

was very weak.”was very weak.”
After getting the grim AIDS After getting the grim AIDS 

diagnosis, Prince prepared for diagnosis, Prince prepared for 
THE END: He wrote his will, THE END: He wrote his will, 
hired two round-the-clock hired two round-the-clock 
nurses and began planning his nurses and began planning his 
own funeral, The ENQUIRER own funeral, The ENQUIRER 
has exclusively learned. has exclusively learned. 

The singer often said he’d The singer often said he’d 
put off writing his memoirs put off writing his memoirs 
until he was “about to kick.” until he was “about to kick.” 
Sadly, he began penning his Sadly, he began penning his 
life story just a month before life story just a month before 
he died. he died. 

He also discussed funeral He also discussed funeral 
plans with friends George plans with friends George 
Clinton of the band Clinton of the band 
Parliament-Funkadelic and his Parliament-Funkadelic and his 
“Under the Cherry Moon”  “Under the Cherry Moon”  
co-star Jerome Benton, said co-star Jerome Benton, said 
the source.the source.

Prince told them he wanted Prince told them he wanted 
the song “Sometime It Snows the song “Sometime It Snows 
in April” played at his funeral, in April” played at his funeral, 
indicating he knew he’d die indicating he knew he’d die 
in April and in Minnesota, the in April and in Minnesota, the 
source said.source said.

George and Jerome just George and Jerome just 
laughed him off “because he laughed him off “because he 
looked to be in great shape,” looked to be in great shape,” 
the source said.the source said.

Sadly, he soon took a turn Sadly, he soon took a turn 
for the worse.for the worse.

“His face was yellowish, the “His face was yellowish, the 
skin on his neck was hanging skin on his neck was hanging 
off, and the tips of his fingers off, and the tips of his fingers 
were a brownish-yellow were a brownish-yellow 
color,” divulged the source.color,” divulged the source.

The ailing star postponed The ailing star postponed 
a show in Atlanta on April 7, a show in Atlanta on April 7, 
playing instead on April 14. playing instead on April 14. 
However, on the flight back However, on the flight back 
to Minneapolis, his private to Minneapolis, his private 

plane made an plane made an 
emergency landing emergency landing 
at 1:12 a.m. in Illinois.at 1:12 a.m. in Illinois.

Sources said Sources said 
the pilot reported the pilot reported 
there was an there was an 
“unresponsive “unresponsive 
male” on board.male” on board.

Prince was taken Prince was taken 
to a local hospital. to a local hospital. 
His rep later said the His rep later said the 
star began feeling ill during star began feeling ill during 
the show and his condition the show and his condition 
worsened in the air. He was worsened in the air. He was 
found to be suffering from found to be suffering from 
“dehydration” and released.“dehydration” and released.

On the afternoon of On the afternoon of 
Saturday, April 16, Prince Saturday, April 16, Prince 
bought several CDs at the bought several CDs at the 
Electric Fetus record store in Electric Fetus record store in 
Minneapolis, and returned to Minneapolis, and returned to 
his home/studio, Paisley Park.his home/studio, Paisley Park.

That night, he appeared That night, he appeared 
before an audience of 200 before an audience of 200 
fans to prove he was indeed fans to prove he was indeed 
“alive and well,” a source said.“alive and well,” a source said.

But in an ominous note, he But in an ominous note, he 
told the crowd: “Wait a few told the crowd: “Wait a few 
days before you waste any days before you waste any 
prayers.” prayers.” 

On Wednesday, April 20 —  On Wednesday, April 20 —  
just hours before he  just hours before he  
died — he was seen leaving died — he was seen leaving 
a local Walgreens pharmacy. a local Walgreens pharmacy. 
According to a source, Prince According to a source, Prince 
procured “HIV meds” at the procured “HIV meds” at the 
store. A store staffer said he store. A store staffer said he 
looked “pale and nervous.”looked “pale and nervous.”

Another source said Prince Another source said Prince 
was taking prescription was taking prescription 
opiates for AIDS-related pain opiates for AIDS-related pain 
and hip problems.and hip problems.

Prince was found in an Prince was found in an 

elevator at his home/studioelevator at his home/studioelevator at his home/studio in in
Chanhassen, Minn., at about Chanhassen, Minn., at about 
9:43 a.m. on April 21.9:43 a.m. on April 21.

Following a 911 call, Carver Following a 911 call, Carver 
County deputies and medical County deputies and medical 
personnel found Prince personnel found Prince 
“unresponsive.” He was “unresponsive.” He was 
pronounced dead at 10:07 a.m.  pronounced dead at 10:07 a.m.  

True to form, Prince True to form, Prince 
will continue to retain his will continue to retain his 
mystique even in death. mystique even in death. 

“The family is insisting the “The family is insisting the 
autopsy toxicology report be autopsy toxicology report be 
heavily censored to respect heavily censored to respect 
Prince’s privacy,’ ” an insider Prince’s privacy,’ ” an insider 
said, who fears a cover-up. said, who fears a cover-up. 

 The last performances p

Prince played in Atlanta April 
14, and gave his last show 

two nights later 

 The last New Year’s Eve 

Prince arrived on St. Barts 
via helicopter to party 

like it was 2015

KEPT DEADLY VIRUS A SECRET FOR 6 MONTHS
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III
N A jaw-dropping N A jaw-dropping 

revelation, Julia Roberts’ revelation, Julia Roberts’ 

would-be brother-in-would-be brother-in-

law claimed the “Pretty law claimed the “Pretty 

Woman” wanted to Woman” wanted to 

murder him!murder him!

“Julia Roberts threatened “Julia Roberts threatened 

to kill me!” John Dilbeck to kill me!” John Dilbeck 

told cops, according to an told cops, according to an 

astonishing police report astonishing police report 

uncovered by The National uncovered by The National 

ENQUIRER.ENQUIRER.

John was set to marry John was set to marry 

Julia’s half-sister Nancy Julia’s half-sister Nancy 

Motes before her tragic Motes before her tragic 

2014 suicide. He told The 2014 suicide. He told The 

ENQUIRER in a startling, ENQUIRER in a startling, 

world exclusive interview world exclusive interview 

that Julia, 48, ruthlessly that Julia, 48, ruthlessly 

bullied her younger sister bullied her younger sister 

to an early grave and to an early grave and 

then prevented him from then prevented him from 

attending the funeral.attending the funeral.

He claimed she also He claimed she also 

refused to return Nancy’s refused to return Nancy’s 

engagement ring to him and engagement ring to him and 

harassed him with death harassed him with death 

threats over a three-month threats over a three-month 

period in 2014!period in 2014!

“The last two years have “The last two years have 

been frankly horrible,” said a been frankly horrible,” said a 

still-grieving John, who also still-grieving John, who also 

claimed Julia and her family claimed Julia and her family 

left Nancy’s body in the left Nancy’s body in the 

morgue while they attended morgue while they attended 

the Academy Awards the Academy Awards 

ceremony.ceremony.
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IN DEATH  
THREATS 
DRAMA!

“The last thing we went 

to court for was the to court for was the 

engagement ring, and they engagement ring, and they 

did not give it to me, and did not give it to me, and 

the judge accepted it. It’s the judge accepted it. It’s 

just insult to injury to take just insult to injury to take 

everything from me,”  everything from me,”  

claimed John.claimed John.

Before she died, Nancy, 37, Before she died, Nancy, 37, 

claimed Julia — who shared claimed Julia — who shared 

the same mother, Betty, but the same mother, Betty, but 

different fathers — made her different fathers — made her 

life miserable for more than life miserable for more than 

20 years, ridiculing her over 20 years, ridiculing her over 

her weight and driving her her weight and driving her 

into a deep depression.into a deep depression.

John claimed the last words John claimed the last words 

Julia ever spoke to Nancy Julia ever spoke to Nancy 

were, “I want you dead and were, “I want you dead and 

gone. I’m drawing my knife in gone. I’m drawing my knife in 

the sand.” the sand.” 

Three months later, Nancy Three months later, Nancy 

went to a dog-walking went to a dog-walking 

client’s home in Los Angeles client’s home in Los Angeles 

and swallowed a fistful of and swallowed a fistful of 

prescription medications prescription medications 

while she was in the bathtub.while she was in the bathtub.

John tried to call her and John tried to call her and 

became alarmed when she became alarmed when she 

wouldn’t answer. He went to wouldn’t answer. He went to 

the client’s home and found the client’s home and found 

Nancy’s lifeless body.Nancy’s lifeless body.

IN A SUICIDE NOTE, Nancy IN A SUICIDE NOTE, Nancy 

wrote that Julia and her other wrote that Julia and her other 

half-sister, Lisa Roberts Gillan, half-sister, Lisa Roberts Gillan, 

51, were to receive nothing 51, were to receive nothing 

“except the memory that they “except the memory that they 

drove me into the deepest drove me into the deepest 

depression I’ve ever been depression I’ve ever been 

in. ... I burst into tears every in. ... I burst into tears every 

morning because I wake up.”morning because I wake up.”

After John’s brother, After John’s brother, 

Conner, spoke publicly about Conner, spoke publicly about 

the sad way Nancy had been the sad way Nancy had been 

treated by her family, John, treated by her family, John, 

Conner and their mother Conner and their mother 

began receiving “death began receiving “death 

threats” by phone from Julia, threats” by phone from Julia, 

who used Lisa as her “hatchet who used Lisa as her “hatchet 

man” to deliver them, John man” to deliver them, John 

claimed to the police.claimed to the police.

“Julia would insinuate “Julia would insinuate 

things like, ‘We’re going to things like, ‘We’re going to 

get you, there’s nowhere to get you, there’s nowhere to 

hide,’” John alleged in the hide,’” John alleged in the 

report.report.

No phone number came No phone number came 

up on the calls, and when up on the calls, and when 

he tried to put the calls on he tried to put the calls on 

speaker phone to document speaker phone to document 

them, the person on the other them, the person on the other 

end would hang up, he told end would hang up, he told 

investigators.investigators.

The calls continued from The calls continued from 

September to December September to December 

2014 — when the official 2014 — when the official 

police report was filed. He police report was filed. He 

said the cops initially refused said the cops initially refused 

to take him seriously, even to take him seriously, even 

though he made it clear he though he made it clear he 

“was afraid for his life.”“was afraid for his life.”

“I told the cops “I told the cops 

my family is being my family is being 

threatened, I’m being threatened, I’m being 

threatened, they’re threatened, they’re 

scared I’m going to scared I’m going to 

speak out and tell the speak out and tell the 

truth that they bullied my truth that they bullied my 

fiancée to death,” John fiancée to death,” John 

claimed.claimed.

According to John: According to John: 

“The detective asked, “The detective asked, 

‘Do you believe Julia ‘Do you believe Julia 

would kill you or hire would kill you or hire 

Nancy, with Julia, left, claimed 
her half-sister drove her  

into a deep depression and 
committed suicide in 2014

Nancy Motes’ 
former fiancé, former fiancé, 
John DilbeckJohn Dilbeck

I
N A j d i “Th l t thi t d d fi tf l f th t ” b h f J li

 Twisted star accused of making chilling calls to dead sister’s lover & his family 

ENQUIRER
EXCLUSIVE
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someone to 

kill you?’ I said kill you?’ I said 

she’d probably she’d probably 

hire someone hire someone 

so that she truly so that she truly 

doesn’t kill me. He doesn’t kill me. He 

said, ‘If she goes to said, ‘If she goes to 

your house or workplace, your house or workplace, 

then we’ll go ahead and get a then we’ll go ahead and get a 

restraining order.’restraining order.’

“I do believe she would “I do believe she would 

go to those lengths!” John go to those lengths!” John 

claimed.claimed.

Though Julia’s rep denied Though Julia’s rep denied 

the star made death threats, the star made death threats, 

or the existence of a police or the existence of a police 

report, The ENQUIRER report, The ENQUIRER 

obtained the police incident obtained the police incident 

report shown below. report shown below. 

The report notes, however, The report notes, however, 

that: “It was difficult to that: “It was difficult to 

obtain complete and clear obtain complete and clear 

information from Dilbeck information from Dilbeck 

regarding his situation or regarding his situation or 

any possible crimes to be any possible crimes to be 

reported.” reported.” 

As The ENQUIRER reported As The ENQUIRER reported 

in our June 30, 2014, issue, in our June 30, 2014, issue, 

the long-simmering feud the long-simmering feud 

between Julia and Nancy between Julia and Nancy 

boiled over after Nancy told boiled over after Nancy told 

an interviewer Julia taunted an interviewer Julia taunted 

her over her weight.her over her weight.

Julia was so enraged she Julia was so enraged she 

changed the locks on their changed the locks on their 

mom’s home!mom’s home!

“Nancy felt it was better not “Nancy felt it was better not 

to live at all than to survive to live at all than to survive 

this,” claimed John. “There this,” claimed John. “There 

was no stopping Julia.”  NEwas no stopping Julia.”  NE
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The only magazine

with the guts
TO TELL IT 
LIKE IT IS!

POLICE 
REPORT

John and 
his family 

have claimed 
actress Julia 

has said she’s  
“going to get 

them”
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GWEN Stefani sacrificed a huge chunk of 

her $100 million fortune — so she can walk her $100 million fortune — so she can walk 

down the aisle with fellow “Voice” coach down the aisle with fellow “Voice” coach 

Blake Shelton this summer!Blake Shelton this summer!

“Gwen told lawyers to fast-track her “Gwen told lawyers to fast-track her 

divorce from Gavin Rossdale because she’s divorce from Gavin Rossdale because she’s 

so eager to marry Blake,” a source dished so eager to marry Blake,” a source dished 

to The National ENQUIRER.to The National ENQUIRER.

“She and Gavin didn’t have “She and Gavin didn’t have 

a prenup, but Gwen realizes a prenup, but Gwen realizes 

money can’t buy love, so money can’t buy love, so 

she’s cutting her losses. she’s cutting her losses. 

“She’s already started “She’s already started 

wedding planning because wedding planning because 

she wants to lock Blake down she wants to lock Blake down 

while he’s still hot on the while he’s still hot on the 

idea.”idea.”

The “Hollaback Girl” singer, The “Hollaback Girl” singer, 

46, filed for divorce last 46, filed for divorce last 

August after learning Gavin, August after learning Gavin, 

50, had carried on a secret 50, had carried on a secret 

three-year affair with the family nanny. three-year affair with the family nanny. 

A judge is expected to sign off on A judge is expected to sign off on 

the divorce soon, and the couple will the divorce soon, and the couple will 

reportedly share custody of their sons, reportedly share custody of their sons, 

Kingston, 9, Zuma, 7, and Apollo, 2.Kingston, 9, Zuma, 7, and Apollo, 2.

Country hunk Blake, 39, ended his four-Country hunk Blake, 39, ended his four-

year marriage to singer Miranda Lambert year marriage to singer Miranda Lambert 

last summer, and soon flipped last summer, and soon flipped 

for blond bombshell Gwen.for blond bombshell Gwen.

As The ENQUIRER has As The ENQUIRER has 

reported, Blake popped the reported, Blake popped the 

question when he took Gwen question when he took Gwen 

to Oklahoma to meet his to Oklahoma to meet his 

parents.parents.

“Gwen’s arranging a small, “Gwen’s arranging a small, 

intimate, Southern-style intimate, Southern-style 

wedding on Blake’s ranch, wedding on Blake’s ranch, 

which straddles the Oklahoma-which straddles the Oklahoma-

Texas border,” said a snitch. Texas border,” said a snitch. 

“It’s going down this “It’s going down this 

summer!” NEsummer!” NE

IN RUSH TO THE ALTAR!

‘I DO’ TO BAD 
BOY BEAU BRYAN!

Gwen &Gwen &
BlakeBlakeBlakeBlake

Sandra’s ‘I DO’ TO BADd ’
A-listers planning summer weddings
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Bullock is already laying Bullock is already laying 

quiet plans for a warm-quiet plans for a warm-

weather wedding to her weather wedding to her 

shady, silver-haired live-shady, silver-haired live-

in boyfriend, Bryan Randall, in boyfriend, Bryan Randall, 

The National ENQUIRER has The National ENQUIRER has 

learned.learned.learned.

 A family insider squealed 

the “Our Brand Is Crisis” star, the “Our Brand Is Crisis” star, 

51, is ready to tie the knot with 51, is ready to tie the knot with 

Bryan, 49, and could even Bryan, 49, and could even 

time the nuptials to coincide time the nuptials to coincide 

with her birthday on July 26!with her birthday on July 26!

“Sandra is crazy about “Sandra is crazy about 

Bryan and wants to marry him Bryan and wants to marry him 

by summer,” said the source.by summer,” said the source.

Portland-born Bryan moved Portland-born Bryan moved 

into Sandra’s five-bedroom into Sandra’s five-bedroom 

estate last fall and has since estate last fall and has since 

become a father figure to become a father figure to 

the Oscar winner’s adopted the Oscar winner’s adopted 

children — son Louis, 6, and children — son Louis, 6, and 

daughter Laila, 3.daughter Laila, 3.

They met when she hired They met when she hired 

him to snap pictures of Louis’ him to snap pictures of Louis’ 

birthday party in January 2015. birthday party in January 2015. 

“Sandra’s totally in love “Sandra’s totally in love 

with him right now and she with him right now and she 

believes he’d make a great believes he’d make a great 

dad to her kids,” the informant dad to her kids,” the informant 

said. “Bryan’s nuts about said. “Bryan’s nuts about 

being a father again.”being a father again.”

The stunning news comes The stunning news comes 

in the wake of Sandra’s legal in the wake of Sandra’s legal 

team insisting on a prenuptial team insisting on a prenuptial 

deal that would specify Bryan deal that would specify Bryan 

receive nothing in a divorce if receive nothing in a divorce if 

he were to cheat on her.he were to cheat on her.

The team convinced “The The team convinced “The 

Blind Side” star the clause was Blind Side” star the clause was 

critical after ex-husband and critical after ex-husband and 

“Monster Garage” host Jesse “Monster Garage” host Jesse 

James cheated and blew up James cheated and blew up 

their marriage in 2010.their marriage in 2010.

Insiders were also surprised Insiders were also surprised 

she has decided to take the she has decided to take the 

plunge after The ENQUIRER plunge after The ENQUIRER 

exclusively revealed Bryan exclusively revealed Bryan 

was a violent drug abuser with was a violent drug abuser with 

a criminal past. a criminal past. 

Gwen, below, sped up her Gwen, below, sped up her 
divorce to wed Blake, rightdivorce to wed Blake, right

FIRST to know

EXCLUSIVE
ENQUIRER

SS
ANDRA Bullock’s new ANDRA Bullock’s new 

boyfriend is a drug-boyfriend is a drug-

and-alcohol abuser with and-alcohol abuser with 

an arrest record and ex-an arrest record and ex-

plosive temper that may plosive temper that may 

make cheating, Nazi-sym-
make cheating, Nazi-sym-

pathizing ex-husband Jesse
pathizing ex-husband Jesse

James look tame!James look tame!

Sandra, 51, began dating 
Sandra, 51, began dating 

Bryan RandalBryan Randall, 49, more than l, 49, more than 

two months ago as he ended 
two months ago as he ended 

a three-year relationship wi
a three-year relationship withth

Paris St. John, 26, dauParis St. John, 26, daughter ofghter of

soap star Kristoff St. John.soap star Kristoff St. John.

“Five years after her divorce
“Five years after her divorce

ffrom Jesse, it looks like Sandra
rom Jesse, it looks like Sandra

has found herself in a danger-
has found herself in a danger-

oous new relationsus new relationship,” a fhip,” a friendriend

told The National ENQUIRER.
told The National ENQUIRER.

“Whether she’s aware of Bry-
“Whether she’s aware of Bry-

an’s background or not, she 
an’s background or not, she 

should proceed with caution. 
should proceed with caution. 

“He apparently j“He apparently jumped rightumped right

into a relationship with Sandy,”
into a relationship with Sandy,”

addeadded the friend. “She may bed the friend. “She may be

headed for heartbreak bef
headed for heartbreak beforeore

she knows it.” she knows it.” 

The ENQUIRER’s investiga-
The ENQUIRER’s investiga-

tion shows Bryan may not be
tion shows Bryan may not be

solid father material for San-
solid father material for San-

dy’s son, Lody’s son, Louis, 5.uis, 5.

In 1988, Bryan was arrested on
In 1988, Bryan was arrested on

a DUI charge in Porta DUI charge in Portland, Ore.,land, Ore.,

and  multiple arrest warrants
and  multiple arrest warrants

were issued for missed court 
were issued for missed court 

dates in the next five yeardates in the next five years.s.

He went on a drunken four-
He went on a drunken four-

day bender in 1990 that ende
day bender in 1990 that ended 

in a destroyed hotel room and stroyed hotel room and 

put Bryan in a hospital for sput Bryan in a hospital for se-e-

vere dehydration.vere dehydration.

After pleading guilty to DUI,
After pleading guilty to DUI,

he served four days in jhe served four days in jail and ail and 

two years probation.two years probation.

CAUTIO
 New lover’s a hard-driNkiNg, drug-takiNg 

SANDRA SHOULD 

‘PROCEED WITH

 Bryan’s

 neighbors got a

 restraining order  

 after his threats

SANDRA

 Sandy and Bryan

 caught on a dinner date
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BryanBryan also also suggested suggested he he did did

drugs in a post on his Fac
drugs in a post on his Facee

bbook page: “I’m pretty sure (his
ook page: “I’m pretty sure (his

daughter Skylar) was conceive
daughter Skylar) was conceivedd

while I was loadewhile I was loaded on LSD.”d on LSD.”

The ENQUIRER obtained a
The ENQUIRER obtained a

restraining order firestraining order filed againstled against

6-foot-2 Bryan by a neighbo
6-foot-2 Bryan by a neighbo

in 2012, stating the man feare
in 2012, stating the man fearedd

for his safety, alleging Bry
for his safety, alleging Bry

an went into a rage after the 
an went into a rage after the 

neighbor’s dog defecated in

his front yard.his front yard.

The neighbor, identified as
The neighbor, identified as

John StaJohn Stacer, said Bryan retaliatcer, said Bryan retaliat

ed against him and his girlfriend

They foThey found “feces sund “feces spread in opread in ouu

doorway.”doorway.”

 Added the neighbor: “I know
 Added the neighbor: “I know

he has guns and a notoriously

erratic temper, and I am scared
erratic temper, and I am scared

of what he will do next …” of what he will do next …”  NE NE

ONÕ
menace: source

Sandra’s insisting 
on a tough  

prenup with Bryan, 
insiders said

Gavin with  
the kids in L.A.  

in February
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HOT SHOTS!

 WHEN?  April 21
 WHERE?  Berlin
 WHAT?  “Ironman” 

star Robert Downey 

Jr., Daniel Brühl and 

Emily VanCamp 

clowned around 

during the “Captain 

America: Civil War” 

premiere.

 WHEN?  April 19
 WHERE?  Anaheim, Calif.
 WHAT?  Gettin’ Ziggy 

with it? Actor James Franco 

celebrated his 38th birthday 

with pals in Disneyland, and 

they all dressed up David 

Bowie style!

 WHEN?  April 20 April 20
 WHERE?   WHERE?  

Savannah, Ga.Savannah, Ga.
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Too hot  WHAT?  Too hot 

to handle? Stunning to handle? Stunning 

Kelly Rohrbach Kelly Rohrbach 

made waves while made waves while 

filming the new filming the new 

“Baywatch” movie!“Baywatch” movie!

WHEN? WHEN?  April 21 WHEN?  April 21
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  Windsor, U.K. WHERE?  Windsor, U.K.
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  God save the Queen!  WHAT?  God save the Queen! 

Well-wishers turned out by the Well-wishers turned out by the 

thousands to greet regal Queen thousands to greet regal Queen 

Elizabeth on her 90th birthday.Elizabeth on her 90th birthday.

WHEN? WHEN?  April 20 WHEN?  April 20
WHERE?WHERE? WHERE?  Burbank, Calif. WHERE?  Burbank, Calif.
WHAT?WHAT? WHAT?  Feeling lucky, punk?  WHAT?  Feeling lucky, punk? 

Clint Eastwood pummeled a Clint Eastwood pummeled a 

piñata of Ellen DeGeneres for a piñata of Ellen DeGeneres for a 

comedy bit on her talk show.comedy bit on her talk show.

Hollywood through the ENQUIRER
 lens

SOLVE THE ENQUIRER’SCOLORCROSS ON 
COLORCROSS ON PAGE 52

 

PAGE 52
 

AND YOU COULD WIN!
AND YOU COULD WIN!

WIN WIN CACA$H!
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GOSSIP    GG
 MIKEGOSSIP@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM        @IMwalkergossip                         

& PENELOPE PRYCE

TICKER
❱ ❱ KEVIN BACON’s new Amazon show’s titled: “I Love Dick.” (BTW, he’s Dick!) ❱ ❱ RICKY GER VAIS

what’s the point!” ❱ ❱ Hilarious promo for Our Favorite Metrosexual’s KIIS-FM radio show: “RY AN SEACREST

GOSSSIPG
LOPE

IN A staggering sexist 
assault, Princess of Our 
Hearts KATE MIDDLETON

was attacked in worldwide 
headlines during a visit to 
India with hubby PRINCE 

WILLIAM for the unspeakable 
CRIME of not polishing 
her li’l piggies! Visiting the 
hallowed Gandhi Smriti 
Museum — where one must 
trod unshod — Kate doffed 
her designer pumps and 
revealed … OMG! Mahatma 

GAG ME! … she’d rocked out 
on the royal tour wearing NO 
nail polish! You’ve read the 
shocked headlines/brainless 

KATE’S SEXY LI’L  PIG

Sheen touts AIDS
cure: ‘WINNING!’ 

GOT MILK? Just to keep 
you abreast you abreast 

of Sex Wacko of Sex Wacko 
CHARLIE 

SHEEN, 
famously famously 

outed by The outed by The 
ENQUIRER as ENQUIRER as 
HIV-positive: HIV-positive: 

The star The star 
stunned his stunned his 
Uber driver Uber driver 

after the guy after the guy 
mentioned his wife was mentioned his wife was 

nursing their newborn tyke nursing their newborn tyke 
— instantly paying him $200 — instantly paying him $200 

to rush home and fetch to rush home and fetch 
Warlock fresh mommy-Warlock fresh mommy-

juice! Said our Uber-source: juice! Said our Uber-source: 
“Apparently, Charlie now “Apparently, Charlie now 

believes that the best believes that the best 
AIDS cure is … are you AIDS cure is … are you 

ready? … breast milk from ready? … breast milk from 
a lactating woman! He said, a lactating woman! He said, 
‘I REALLY need it … it’s for ‘I REALLY need it … it’s for 
my coffee!’ So the guy told my coffee!’ So the guy told 

him, ‘No problem,’ ran home him, ‘No problem,’ ran home 
to Wifey, returned with to Wifey, returned with 
lady-lactose and told the lady-lactose and told the 
grateful star: ‘Anytime!’”grateful star: ‘Anytime!’”

I put a spell  
on you…on you…

Love ya  
AGAIN,  AGAIN,  
babe!babe!

ROMANTIC GHOSTS 
REIGNITE ‘FRIEND’ COURTENEY’S HOT LOVE!
TALK about a SPIRITED reunion: 

Ghostly whispers from spooky souls 

forced soulmates COURTENEY COX and 

JOHNNY MCDAID, who’d ended their 

18-month engagement, to … BOO! … get 

the hell back together NOW! Whispered 

My Scary Spy: “Courteney and Johnny 

say they’re lovers again after a five-

month break because spirits from The 

Other Side demanded it! Courteney knew 

it was true after consulting a psychic, 

who warned that friend-zied spirits were 

raging that the former ‘Friends’ star and 

rocker Johnny should fuse their romantic 

souls forever! The medium warned Cox: 

‘You and your man MUST reunite! The 

spirits won’t rest easy until you do!’ 

Hearing that, Courteney instantly cast 

a hot new spell on Johnny — and their 

love’s now written in the stars!”P
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Actress
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Track Calories 
with Copper Fit Step FX 

Track DISTANCE covered, 
STEPS taken, and CALORIES 
burned for under $20
with the new Copper Fit 
SStep FX. 
Monitoring
your activity 
and daily 
progress has 
never been 
so easy, 
or soor so
affordable.

Go Hands-Free…
with Go Belt! Securely carry 
all your essentials – keys, 
money, ID, credit cards, 
phone and more – in Go Belt! 
Sleek design with 2 zipper 
   storage a   storage areas. Can be worn 
      under or over clothing. 

Support
Muscles & Joints
with Copper Fit Knee Sleeves
        Trusted by millions, 
        these copper-infused 
        compression sleeves 
              are designed for active 
        lifestyles. Compression 
        sleeves help support     
        muscle and joint stiffness   
        and soreness, as well as 
        aid in recovery and 
        performance.

Bed Bath & Beyond, CVS, Rite Aid,
Walgreens, Target and Walmart

RICKY GER VAIS ain’t got no driver’s license, pouts: “You can’t drink and drive, so 

RY AN SEACREST loves being onstage — because it makes him feel taller!Ó  

Single life’s bitchin’
— & so’s our Drew!
CRANKY ’cause her 

marital bed’s suddenly 

cold and empty of split-

zoid NYC hubby WILL 

KOPELMAN, DREW 

BARRYMORE abruptly 

blew a gasket at an L.A. 

carwash — bitching that 

she’d cooled her heels 

for more than an hour 

and her ride STILL wasn’t 

scrubbed! “Drew’s 

normally really 

sweet with 

people, but 

she became 

furious after 

waiting so long,” 

sighed My Sudsy 

Spy. “After moving back 

to Hollywood Hills, Drew 

drove to the local car wash 

— but went ballistic after 

having to wait like the 

other commoners, 

snarling at the 

manager, ‘What 

the EFF! I’ve got 

other things to do 

… this is EFFING 

CRAZY!’ You’d think 

they’d have offered 

her a freebie loaner, but all 

she got was ‘Sorry, Lady!’” 

So Drew had to STEW 

— just like me and YOU! 

Eeeewwww!

Sharon/Julie dish after 
‘The Talk’: Pooty-poot, 
DA! … Gorbie, NYET!

k
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buzz, now hear my scoop: IT’S ALL 

WILLS’ FAULT! Reported My Royal 

Spy, Lord Knows: “William absolutely 

can’t stand her wearing nail 

polish! Even neutral, barely 

there pale shades crinkle his 

hoity-toity nose. So poor Kate 

got blasted for nude nails — but 

here’s what NO ONE knew: She’d 

sneaked a tiny bottle of polish 

onto their plane, hoping to paint 

pinkies & toes en route. But when 

William glimpsed the dastardly 

bottle, he blasted, ‘NO! Eeeww! 

You don’t need that! You’ll stink 

up the plane! Get rid of it!’” (Try 

KISSIN’ them piggies, Prince!) … 

And how was YOUR week?

Y LI’L  PIGGIES PISS OFF  SEXIST PIGS!

LOVED hearing from backstage spies 

at “The Talk” that gab-stars SHARON 

OSBOURNE and JULIE CHEN dished like 

gossip-starved yentas over our column’s 

scoop that Russian ruler VLADIMIR

“Pooty-poot” PUTIN finally hung up on 

his long-ish phone affair with pneumatic 

PAM ANDERSON to “Da, DA” even 

heavier hot-wire breathing with RUPERT 

MURDOCH’s brainy ex-wife WENDI 

DENG! Thanks, gals — but you made 

one hilarious boo-boo when Sharon 

yakked to Julie: “WOW, did you hear 

about Gorbachev and Wendi Deng?!” 

Said My “Talk” Tattler: “Even newsgal 

Julie aped Sharon at first — but quickly 

caught herself and giggled, “I think we 

BOTH mean Putin!” And both cracked 

up like coo-coo Cossacks!



                             

TT
ERRIFIED they were ERRIFIED they were 

about to die, two about to die, two 

young kids sent a text young kids sent a text 

message begging cops message begging cops 

to pull over their dad — to pull over their dad — 

who was driving erratically who was driving erratically 

with booze in the car!with booze in the car!

“It was hard, but he just “It was hard, but he just 

pushed us to the point that pushed us to the point that 

we had to,” said shaken we had to,” said shaken 

12-year-old Ethan Behrens.12-year-old Ethan Behrens.

The life-threatening The life-threatening 

incident unfolded while Ethan incident unfolded while Ethan 

and big sister Mackenzie, 14, and big sister Mackenzie, 14, 

were on a road trip with their were on a road trip with their 

father, 44-year-old Jason father, 44-year-old Jason 

Behrens. Behrens. 

When Behrens started When Behrens started 

swerving out of his lane, they swerving out of his lane, they 

pleaded with him to stop.pleaded with him to stop.

“We told him we don’t want “We told him we don’t want 

to go anymore because you to go anymore because you 

are drunk and I don’t want to are drunk and I don’t want to 

die,” recalled Mackenzie.die,” recalled Mackenzie.

But the dastardly dad But the dastardly dad 

refused, and a frantic refused, and a frantic 

Mackenzie sent a text to Mackenzie sent a text to 

911, alerting police to their 911, alerting police to their 

ominous situation.ominous situation.

The emergency dispatcher The emergency dispatcher 

responded quickly, but responded quickly, but 

couldn’t locate their rental couldn’t locate their rental 

vehicle on the road.vehicle on the road.

Fortunately, the children Fortunately, the children 

convinced their woozy father convinced their woozy father 

to pull over at a fast-food to pull over at a fast-food 

restaurant near Kearney, restaurant near Kearney, 

Neb., where cops caught up Neb., where cops caught up 

to them.to them.

In a disgusting twist, In a disgusting twist, 

Behrens insisted to his kids Behrens insisted to his kids 

that he wasn’t drunk. But that he wasn’t drunk. But 

according to authorities, he according to authorities, he 

blew a Breathalyzer reading blew a Breathalyzer reading 

of nearly three times the  of nearly three times the  

legal limit!legal limit!

According to Mackenzie, According to Mackenzie, 

police also found a cup of police also found a cup of 

alcohol in the front of the alcohol in the front of the 

vehicle.vehicle.

Even more disturbing, the Even more disturbing, the 

children claimed they’ve children claimed they’ve 

been involved in other near-been involved in other near-

accidents when their father accidents when their father 

was behind the wheel. was behind the wheel. 

The two are now in the care The two are now in the care 

of their mother, Amy Brooks.of their mother, Amy Brooks.

“I was very angry, but the “I was very angry, but the 

better part is that they are better part is that they are 

safe,” she said.   safe,” she said.   
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 911 texts lead to his arrest at fast-food joint 

DRUNK 
DRIVER 

DAD!

KIDS CALL COPS OVER

 BUSTED! 

 Jason Behrens 

 PLEA FOR HELP 

 FROM THE BACK SEAT  

THE shocking slaughter  

of eight family  

members has rocked  

a quiet Ohio community!

Initial reports indicated 

seven adults and a 16-year-

old boy were found shot in 

the head execution-style on 

April 22 across four different 

locations in Pike county, 

located about 90 miles east 

of Cincinnati. Seven of the 

victims were found in three 

separate but nearby houses 

on the same road. A 3-year-

old child and two babies, one 

only days old, were spared.

Ohio governor and 

Republican presidential 

contender John Kasich called 

the horrific tragedy “beyond 

comprehension,” and said 

the state was working  

with local law enforcement 

and the FBI. Nearby  

schools were put on a  

precautionary lockdown.

None of the victims were 

believed to be suicides, and 

no immediate arrests were 

made. The killer or killers  

are believed to still be  

on the loose, and according 

to authorities: “Armed and 

extremely dangerous.” NE

8 FAMILY 
MEMBERS 
SLAIN IN 

EXECUTION 
STYLE HITS

Lt. Michael Preston 
of the Ross County 

Sheriff’s Office 
spoke with reporters 

at the scene

TRUE CRIME



Absolutely elegant in every way, the ladies of the critically-acclaimed television show Absolutely elegant in every way, the ladies of the critically-acclaimed television show 
Downton AbbeyDownton Abbey®® understand the importance of impeccable taste. And their ensembles  understand the importance of impeccable taste. And their ensembles  understand the importance of impeccable taste. And their ensembles 
provide a close look at high fashion trends in early 20th century England, including provide a close look at high fashion trends in early 20th century England, including provide a close look at high fashion trends in early 20th century England, including 
those of the art deco era. Now you can own a glittering statement ring inspired by this those of the art deco era. Now you can own a glittering statement ring inspired by this 
period in history and the hit drama that beautifully captures the style. Beautiful and period in history and the hit drama that beautifully captures the style. Beautiful and period in history and the hit drama that beautifully captures the style. Beautiful and 
bold—just like its namesake—the “Lady Mary” Art Deco Ring is a timeless yet bold—just like its namesake—the “Lady Mary” Art Deco Ring is a timeless yet 
fashionable refl ection of a dazzling era.fashionable refl ection of a dazzling era.
  Hand-crafted in solid sterling silver, our Downton Abbey  Hand-crafted in solid sterling silver, our Downton Abbey®® “Lady Mary” Art Deco  “Lady Mary” Art Deco 
Ring features a bold design indicative of the art and style made famous in the deco Ring features a bold design indicative of the art and style made famous in the deco 
era. The ring is set with our exclusive Diamoneskera. The ring is set with our exclusive Diamonesk®® simulated diamonds and created  simulated diamonds and created 
sapphires in elegant round and baguette cuts. These stones possess a cut, color and sapphires in elegant round and baguette cuts. These stones possess a cut, color and 
clarity that rival genuine gemstones and sparkle with the fi re and brilliance of the fi nest, clarity that rival genuine gemstones and sparkle with the fi re and brilliance of the fi nest, clarity that rival genuine gemstones and sparkle with the fi re and brilliance of the fi nest, 

fl awless diamonds—but at a fraction of the cost. It’s a glittering tribute to the fashions fl awless diamonds—but at a fraction of the cost. It’s a glittering tribute to the fashions 
portrayed in the popular television series. portrayed in the popular television series. 

A Remarkable Value... Available for a Limited TimeA Remarkable Value... Available for a Limited Time
This ring is a remarkable value at just $119, payable in 4 monthly installments of $29.75 This ring is a remarkable value at just $119, payable in 4 monthly installments of $29.75 
and backed by our unconditional 120-day guarantee. The ring arrives, along with a and backed by our unconditional 120-day guarantee. The ring arrives, along with a 
Certifi cate of Authenticity, in custom packaging that includes a set of Downton AbbeyCertifi cate of Authenticity, in custom packaging that includes a set of Downton Abbey®®

collector cards. To reserve, send no money now; just mail the Reservation Application. collector cards. To reserve, send no money now; just mail the Reservation Application. 
Don’t miss out on this gorgeous tribute to the glorious fashions of Downton AbbeyDon’t miss out on this gorgeous tribute to the glorious fashions of Downton Abbey®®——
order today! order today! 

www.bradfordexchange.com/19981www.bradfordexchange.com/19981   Downton Abbey®. ©2016 Carnival Film & Television Limited. All Rights Reserved. ©2016 The Bradford Exchange    01-19981-001-EI©2016 The Bradford Exchange    01-19981-001-EI
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U T TERLY ELEGANT
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HAND CRAFTEDHAND CRAFTED
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SIMULATED WHITE DIAMONDS AND SIMULATED WHITE DIAMONDS AND SIMULATED WHITE DIAMONDS AND 
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P.O. Box 806, Morton Grove, IL  60053-0806

YES. Please reserve my ring for me as described in 
the announcement.   the announcement.   Ring Size_____(if known)

*Plus a total of $9.98 for shipping and service. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your 
jewelry after we receive your initial deposit. All sales subject to product availability and jewelry after we receive your initial deposit. All sales subject to product availability and 
order acceptance.order acceptance.

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                         State              ZipCity                                         State              Zip

E-Mail (Optional)E-Mail (Optional)

       01-19981-001-E96601       01-19981-001-E96601

(To assure a proper fit, a ring sizer will be sent to you after your 
reservation has been accepted.)

RESERVATION APPLICATION                              SEND NO MONEY NOWLIMITED-TIME OFFER
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T
HE scandal-scarred 

father of GOP 

presidential candidate 

Ted Cruz is a phony 

preacher who’s been 

ripping off American 

taxpayers for years!

The National ENQUIRER 

has learned Rafael Cruz 

dodged paying taxes by 

setting up ministries, and 

was once slapped with a 

federal lien for failing to 

cough up more than $16,000 

to Uncle Sam!

The explosive revelations 

have come to light just one 

week after The ENQUIRER 

linked the 77-year-old Texas 

“pastor” to Lee Harvey 

Oswald and the assassination 

of President John F. 

Kennedy!

The elder Cruz now travels 

from church to church, 

collecting “honorariums” for 

his ministry as he conducts a 

thinly veiled crusade to put 

his son in the White House. 

But in an exhaustive 

investigation, sources have 

told The ENQUIRER that 

Rafael 

created 

the religious fronts, with his 

apartment as their location, 

to skirt paying taxes!

The Rev. Ralph Holland 

personally “ordained” 

Rafael in 2004, and said 

Rafael established the non-

functioning ministries to 

obtain an IRS tax exemption, 

known as a 501(c)(3), to 

avoid paying income tax on 

the honorariums.

“He wanted something 

that could issue receipts 

for his honorariums so the 

money could be given to 

his ministry,” Ralph, the 

president and founder of 

Mundo de Fe (World of Faith) 

Ministries International, told 

The ENQUIRER. 

When asked if Rafael 

established the ministries 

to qualify for tax-exempt 

status, Ralph told The 

ENQUIRER, “Absolutely!”

Pete Evans, lead 

investigator for the 

Trinity Foundation, which 

investigates religious fraud, 

labeled Rafael’s apartment 

ministry “suspicious as hell.”

“He’s doing his shtick, 

doesn’t have to pay expenses 

Confronted by Th
SLIPPERY Ted Cruz dodged 

The National ENQUIRER’s 

repeated requests 

to comment on our 

blockbuster report 

that his father was 

a close associate of 

President John F. 

Kennedy’s assassin! 

An ENQUIRER 

reporter sought out 

the GOP candidate 

while he signed 

TED CRUZ’S TAX C
RUNNING SHADY

NATIONALNATIONNAL

WORLD EXCLUSIVE INVESTIGATION

RAFAEL 
CRUZ 

W W W . N A T I O N A L E N Q U I R E R . C O M

OFFICIAL WARREN 
COMMISSION EVIDENCE

¨

CRRUZ

O
C

TED CRUZ
FATHER
LINKED
TO JFK
ASSASSINATION!

Top U.S. Spy Exposes Presidential Race Bombshell: The BLOOD MONEY, The MISSION & The COVER-UP!

MAY 2, 2016K
SINNA

 LEE HARVEY 
OSWALD

 Cruz left 
silenced 
by tough 
questions

SPECIAL NEWS

JOEL 
OSTEEN 
CHURCH

sex scandal
in child

JOEL Osteen’s squeaky-

clean TV megachurch is clean TV megachurch is 

the epicenter of an ugly the epicenter of an ugly 

molestation fiasco involving molestation fiasco involving 

an autistic boy!an autistic boy!

According to explosive According to explosive 

court documents obtained court documents obtained 

by The National ENQUIRER, by The National ENQUIRER, 

Lakewood Church volunteer Lakewood Church volunteer 

Alvaro Daniel Guzman, Alvaro Daniel Guzman, 

now 30, was accused of now 30, was accused of 

“touching a child assigned “touching a child assigned 

to (him) in an inappropriate to (him) in an inappropriate 

fashion” in 2010.fashion” in 2010.

Members of Joel’s staff Members of Joel’s staff 

immediately dismissed the immediately dismissed the 

alleged pedophile because alleged pedophile because 

of the ghastly of the ghastly 

allegation.allegation.

More than More than 

a year later, a year later, 

Guzman was Guzman was 

finally arrested finally arrested 

and charged and charged 

— but the — but the 

evidence was evidence was 

so weak that so weak that 

a grand jury a grand jury 

failed to indict failed to indict 

him in 2011.him in 2011.

Guzman later claimed the Guzman later claimed the 

accusation wrecked his life.accusation wrecked his life.

“He cannot get a job “He cannot get a job 

anywhere,” his lawyer, Javier anywhere,” his lawyer, Javier 

Marcos, said at the time.Marcos, said at the time.

Guzman sued Lakewood Guzman sued Lakewood 

Church in February 2012, Church in February 2012, 

demanding a whopping demanding a whopping 

$10 million for “lost wages, $10 million for “lost wages, 

damage to reputation” as well damage to reputation” as well 

as “anxiety, pain and illness,” as “anxiety, pain and illness,” 

according to the papers.according to the papers.

 “If Lakewood would have  “If Lakewood would have 

properly trained employees properly trained employees 

or properly followed or properly followed 

procedure for any kind of procedure for any kind of 

outcry,” blasted Marcos, outcry,” blasted Marcos, 

“none of this “none of this 

would have would have 

gotten where it gotten where it 

got.”got.”

But a judge But a judge 

sided with sided with 

the church in the church in 

December 2012 December 2012 

because he because he 

“received no “received no 

evidence” from evidence” from 

Guzman, who Guzman, who 

had left Texas.had left Texas.

s

ct
OFFICIAL
DOCUMENTS

Joel’s 
church church 

was was 
sued for  sued for  
millionsmillions
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autographs after a rally in 

Hershey, Pa., on April 20.

Our reporter asked: “Can 

you explain your father 

Rafael’s association with Lee 

Harvey Oswald in 1963?” 

Cruz ignored the question, 

and this follow-up: “Did your 

father ever pass out pro-

Castro flyers with Oswald in 

New Orleans in 1963?”

Then our reporter waved 

The ENQUIRER headline, 

“TED CRUZ FATHER LINKED 

TO JFK ASSASSINATION,” in 

front of the Texas senator. 

“He quickly glanced at it 

without comment before 

lowering his head, almost 

shamefully staring at the 

floor, as he continued to 

sign autographs,” said an 

eyewitness.

“He didn’t look up  

again until he strode to  

his waiting SUV.” 

Before hopping in, Cruz 

spoke to a female reporter, 

but he again ignored 

questions from The 

ENQUIRER reporter who 

held our magazine up in full 

view of a TV camera.

At that point, several 

campaign operatives and 

wary Secret Service agents 

intervened. They insisted the 

damning piece be lowered, 

and The ENQUIRER reporter 

was manhandled while being 

ordered to step away.

But the story clearly upset 

one Cruz supporter, who said: 

“Having a father who might 

have been a communist 

sympathizer and linked 

to Oswald is exceedingly 

disturbing.”

As of press time, the Cruz 

campaign has made no 

official comment on the 

story. NE

and he’s collecting money as 

though he were a church — 

yet he is not a church,” Pete 

told The ENQUIRER.

“The question is, where 

is the money really going? 

Obviously it’s going into  

his pocket. That runs afoul  

of the IRS.”

In fact, Rafael was slapped 

with a federal lien in 2008 

for failing to pay $16,373 

in taxes, according to 

documents obtained by The 

ENQUIRER.

An official at the Dallas 

IRS press office refused to 

discuss Rafael’s ministry 

or the tax lien, which was 

removed in August 2008.

But two months later, 

Rafael established a ministry 

called Salud y Prosperidad 

(Health and Prosperity) at 

his Carrollton, 

Texas, 

apartment.

In 2012, 

Rafael 

set up the 

Purifying Fire 

Ministries, 

again giving 

his apartment 

as its address.

He dissolved the ministry 

two years later and created 

Grace for America, which 

is aligned with his son’s 

campaign, according to 

documents.

Rafael’s past, however, now 

haunts his son’s campaign 

after The ENQUIRER 

revealed he was seen 

handing out pro-Fidel 

Castro flyers in New Orleans 

with Oswald shortly before 

Kennedy was assassinated.

“If this is true, Rafael would 

have been involved with all 

sorts of actions, including 

mobsters who were in on 

the assassination,” a top 

operative in the Hillary 

Clinton campaign told The 

ENQUIRER.

– DOUGLAS MONTERO

 by The ENQUIRER, Ted bows his head in shame!

OFFICIAL
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Rafael used his Rafael used his 
apartment’s address apartment’s address 

for his ministriesfor his ministries
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 Uncle  
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Fat Burners
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WhichWhich one is right for you?one is right for you?
There are thousands of diet products out there, but which eThere are thousands of diet products out there, but which are thousands of diet products out there, but which

one is right for you? We’ve looked at them all. Here are sone is right for you? We’ve looked at them all. Here are right for you? We’ve looked at them all. Here are

our 5 favorites. Remember to visit the individual websites favorites. Remember to visit the individual websites

for the full skinny on each product.e full skinny on each product.

the NEWSthe NEWS

RReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than dReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than fReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than hReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than sReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than iReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than fReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than bReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than iReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than illReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than longReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than in more th
a decade? It’s called TruBioTrimaa decade? It’s called TruBioTrim™™... the all-new energy-enhanced, ... the all-new energy-enhanced, y-enhanced,... the all-new energy-enhanced, 

probiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.probiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.bprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.ingprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.formulaprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.everyoneprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.probiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.isprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.talkingprobiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.about.probiotic fat-burning formula everyone is talking about.

TruBioTrim will help you lose weight so you look thinner, TruBioTrim will help you lose weight so you look thinner, lose weight so you look thinne
tighter, and younger, but TruBioTrim also helps re-uttighter, and younger, but TruBioTrim also helps re-TruBioTrim also helps re-
duce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, se metabolic rate, burn fat,

provide digestive support… and give you all the youth-…provide digestive support… and give you all the youth-and give you all the youth-
ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-eful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-

tutestutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com ortutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com look-alikestutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com — reachtutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com fortutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com thetutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com brighttutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com greentutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com box.tutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com Availabletutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com exclusivelytutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com at GNC or directly from the manufactur
or by calling 1-800-591-8618. A full 30-day supply is only $59 (use promo code TRU60 and shipping is free†).
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about this product very soon!!

Ready for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come along in more than 

ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-
tutes or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com 

Probiotic • Weight Loss
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If you haven’t heard about Vysera®®-CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very soon. Why? -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very soon. Why? -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very soon. Why? -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very soon. Why? 
Because as incredible as it sounds, groundbreaking research has just identifi ed a compound Because as incredible as it sounds, groundbreaking research has just identifi ed a compound 
that can not only help you lose weight, but can actually reshape your entire body, reducing that can not only help you lose weight, but can actually reshape your entire body, reducing 

waist size, hip size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly bulge, and… last but not least… cause a signifi cant waist size, hip size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly bulge, and… last but not least… cause a signifi cant 
loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-
elevating, feel-good energy component to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you through the day with a smile on elevating, feel-good energy component to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you through the day with a smile on 
your face (another added benefi t).your face (another added benefi t).
So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut and only absorbing So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut and only absorbing 
a fraction of the calories.” How’s that for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used a fraction of the calories.” How’s that for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and this example is used 
for illustrative purposes only.) Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or call for illustrative purposes only.) Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or call 1-800-820-7926. Use promo 
code code VYSERA207 and shipping is free!††

TruBioTrim will help you lose weight so you look thinner, 

ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substi-
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What Is Combo-Pilling?
The highly controversial 
The highly controversial practice of  Combo-Pilling is 
practice of  Combo-Pilling is truly an underground phenom-
truly an underground phenom-enon. Odds are, if  you know 
enon. Odds are, if  you know someone who’s losing lots 
someone who’s losing lots of  weight, and losing it fast, 
of  weight, and losing it fast, you probably know someone 
you probably know someone who’s Combo-Pilling... Why? 
who’s Combo-Pilling... Why? Because it allows people 
Because it allows people to attack multiple facets of  
to attack multiple facets of  weight loss — like dropping 
weight loss — like dropping fat, overcoming stress eating, 
fat, overcoming stress eating, and having enough energy to 
and having enough energy to work out — at the same 
work out — at the same time.time.

What Is Combo-Pilling?
Q:

The highly controversial practice of  Combo-Pilling is 

What Is Combo-Pilling?
Q

A:

They say it’s the best-tasting, easiest, and most delicious way to lose weight, ayThey say it’s the best-tasting, easiest, and most delicious way to lose weight, it’s the best-tasting, easiest, and most delicious way to lose weight,

burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost mood, and much, much at,burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost mood, and much, much increase energy, heighten focus, boost mood, and much, much

more. No wonder you see so many celebs using it! Zantrex SkinnyStix are No wonder you see so many celebs using it! Zantrex SkinnyStix are

available in three super-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, ilavailable in three super-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, ble in three super-refreshing flavors: Berry Fu i

Tangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... Available at Tangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... Available at yTangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... Available at Tangerine, and Electric Lime... Available at

Walmart, Walgreens, CVS, and Rite Aid. mart,Walmart, Walgreens, CVS, and Rite Aid. Walgreens, CVS, and Rite Aid.

(Call if you can’t fi nd your favorite fl avor: ll(Call if you can’t fi nd your favorite fl avor: if you can’t find your favorite flavor:

1-800-433-0575.) Or pick ’em up at 800-433-0575.) Or pick ’em up at

Zantrex3.com for about $29! Use promo antrex3.comZantrex3.com for about $29! Use promo for about $29! Use promo

code odecode SKINNY45 and get free shipping.†

available in three super-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, 
Try

combining TangyTangerine SkinnyStix with a scoop or two of Vanilla protein powder. Tastes 
just like a Creamsicle®and cuts yourappetite, too!

BiphedAdrene® is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category because 

of its supercharged dual approach to weight loss: it’s composed of a unique Complex 

Phenylethylamine Provisional (for powerful appetite control, mood elevation, and sustained 

energy) combined with an Aggressive Thermogenic Compound (for fat burning and stamina)energy) combined with an Aggressive Thermogenic Compound (for fat burning and stamina). 

This two-pronged attack on fat is apparently what makes the compound so effective... and 

so popular. And it doesn’t just help provide very substantial weight loss... it also adds a 

mood and energy boost. BiphedAdrene is available at GNC, direct from the manufacturer 

at Biphed.com or call 1-800-698-8345. Use promo code BIPHED148 and get free shippingBIPHED148 and get free shipping.††

However, we emphasize that this high-energy product is not for everyone because it is 

extremely potent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Nevertheless, if 

“ordinary”“ordinary” diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly be your best bet!diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly be your best bet“ordinary” diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly be your best bet!
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Finally! Back in Stock
FREE

SHIPPING!

W
ITH PROMO 

CODE

All weight-management products should be used with a sensible diet and exercise program.  Vysera-CLS should be used in conjunction with the super-simple “Total Body Shaping” Plan on the insert inside each box.

Individual results will vary.  †Free standard shipping in the continental U.S.A. only.  All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  ©2016 All Rights Reserved.  BR16052-2

The Super-Powerful “diet pill” !
They’re fl ying off the shelf... 

The Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful “diet pill” !

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intendedThese statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

EverEver wonder how some people manage to get so thin... so fast? It ast?Ever wonder how some people manage to get so thin... so fast? It It

couldcould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice becould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice Combocould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice Pillingcould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice ... thecould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice übercould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice trendy,could be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice undergroundcould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice practicecould be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, “underground” practice 

of combining two or more  diet pills to create “supercharged” 

weight loss. Our favorite diet pill combination is Zantrex®-3 

( the high-energy fat burner) and Relacorecore( the high-energy fat burner) and Relacore® Extra ( the calming, feel good, “belly fat” pill ). One pill picks 

you up, the other pill calms you down... both of them are incredible...but together, oh my goodness! .. both of them are incredible...but together, oh my goodness!

Available at Walmart, Walgreens, CVS,  and Rite Aid, or you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or ,Available at Walmart, Walgreens, CVS,  and Rite Aid, or you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or and Rite Aid, or you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or

callcall 1-800-391-49351-800-391-4935 (use promo code (use1-800-391-4935 (use promo code promo1-800-391-4935 (use promo code code1-800-391-4935 (use promo code COMBOPILL84COMBOPILL84 and get free shipping!and get free shipping!†).
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 Show insider reveals REAL reason Strahan quit: 

❱❱ HER DIVA DEMANDS DROVE HIM OVER THE EDGE 
❱❱ SHE THOUGHT HE WAS AN OUT-OF-PLACE MEATHEAD 
❱❱ HE REGARDED HER AS A SIMPLE BLOND DITZ 

KK
ELLY Ripa and Michael Strahan ELLY Ripa and Michael Strahan 

despised each other from the get-despised each other from the get-

go — and now the daytime diva’s go — and now the daytime diva’s 

determined to cast a gay pal as determined to cast a gay pal as 

her next co-host on “Live!”her next co-host on “Live!”

“It was hate at first sight between “It was hate at first sight between 

them!” dished a snitch.them!” dished a snitch.

“Kelly thought Michael brought a jock-“Kelly thought Michael brought a jock-

like mentality to the show, and hogged like mentality to the show, and hogged 

the spotlight. He acted as if it was ‘Live the spotlight. He acted as if it was ‘Live 

with Michael and Kelly’ instead of the with Michael and Kelly’ instead of the 

other way around.”other way around.”

As for Michael, the former New York As for Michael, the former New York 

Giants stud considered Kelly a “bubble-Giants stud considered Kelly a “bubble-

headed blond ditz,” spilled an on-set spy.headed blond ditz,” spilled an on-set spy.

“Off-camera, he’d roll his eyes over her “Off-camera, he’d roll his eyes over her 

antics!antics!

“Michael was thrilled to walk out the “Michael was thrilled to walk out the 

door for ‘Good Morning America,’ and door for ‘Good Morning America,’ and 

Kelly’s attitude was, ‘Don’t let the door hit Kelly’s attitude was, ‘Don’t let the door hit 

you on the way out!’”you on the way out!’”

The two teamed up on “Live” in 2012 The two teamed up on “Live” in 2012 

after Regis Philbin retired, and scored a after Regis Philbin retired, and scored a 

daytime Emmy in 2015.daytime Emmy in 2015.

But Michael, 44, couldn’t stand 45-year-But Michael, 44, couldn’t stand 45-year-

old Kelly’s immature behavior, said old Kelly’s immature behavior, said 

another insider.another insider.

“He was having temper tantrums. “He was having temper tantrums. 

He’d lose it, yelling at (Kelly) and (‘Live’ He’d lose it, yelling at (Kelly) and (‘Live’ 

executive producer Michael) Gelman,” executive producer Michael) Gelman,” 

dished the source.dished the source.

Michael had been on “GMA” Michael had been on “GMA” 

two days a week since 2014, two days a week since 2014, 

and insiders said Kelly was and insiders said Kelly was 

livid that he sandbagged her livid that he sandbagged her 

by not tipping her off that he by not tipping her off that he 

was ditching “Live” for “GMA” was ditching “Live” for “GMA” 

full-time.full-time.

“Kelly wanted Michael out, “Kelly wanted Michael out, 

but she wanted it to be on her but she wanted it to be on her 

terms,” whispered a source. terms,” whispered a source. 

“She doesn’t like being caught “She doesn’t like being caught 

short.”short.”

The 15-year “Live” veteran was so The 15-year “Live” veteran was so 

furious over Michael’s abrupt exit that furious over Michael’s abrupt exit that 

she called in “sick” the day after his she called in “sick” the day after his 

slap-in-the face announcement.slap-in-the face announcement.

Kelly continued to play hooky for a Kelly continued to play hooky for a 

few more days, but network brass few more days, but network brass 

SEETHING HATRED 
THAT DOOMED 
‘LIVE WITH KELLY 

AND MICHAEL’!

The 

ENQUIRER 

revealed 

there was 

tension 

between 

the co-hosts 

back in 2013
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Following Following 
two years as two years as 
a  part-time a  part-time 

correspondent correspondent 
on “GMA,” on “GMA,” 
Michael will Michael will 

join the show join the show 
full-time in full-time in 
September September 

Michael visited 
his new TV family, 

including Lara 
Spencer, far left, 

on April 20

561-877-1057We’ve compiled a short list of candidates. Text us with your vote!

Who would you like to see replace Michael? 

Jeff Probst

The “Survivor” 

host has done 

a great job 

filling in, and 

has lots of 

experience 

with live TV.

Neil Patrick 

Harris

The charming 

award show 

host is 

available, and  

almost got the  

gig last time.

Peyton 

Manning

Another 

retired 

NFLer? Why 

not! He’s 

great in his TV 

commercials.

Ryan 

Seacrest

“American 

Idol” is over, 

this master 

 of live TV 

could fill in 

right away.

Andy Cohen

The Bravo 

talk show 

host has 

been a great 

fill-in and is 

a friend of 

Kelly Ripa.

Mark 

Consuelos

The ultimate 

insider, 

he’s Kelly’s 

husband and 

she wants 

him there!

Anderson 

Cooper

A close friend 

of Kelly, but 

the CNN 

newsman 

already has a 

better gig.

covered for her, calling her absence a 

“planned vacation.” Despite that, insiders “planned vacation.” Despite that, insiders 

said it was just another hissy fit!said it was just another hissy fit!

“Kelly didn’t want to show up for work, “Kelly didn’t want to show up for work, 

and wouldn’t take anyone’s calls,” one and wouldn’t take anyone’s calls,” one 

insider divulged — and that included her insider divulged — and that included her 

TV “husband.”TV “husband.”

“Michael’s reached out, but there’s been “Michael’s reached out, but there’s been 

no response,” a show insider said.no response,” a show insider said.

The embarrassing episode was the The embarrassing episode was the 

culmination of a long string of clashes culmination of a long string of clashes 

between the mismatched co-hosts.between the mismatched co-hosts.

As The National ENQUIRER reported As The National ENQUIRER reported 

in January 2013, Kelly was furious with in January 2013, Kelly was furious with 

Michael for boasting that he was the Michael for boasting that he was the 

reason “Live” topped “Dr. Phil” in the reason “Live” topped “Dr. Phil” in the 

syndicated talk show ratings.syndicated talk show ratings.

“Michael even asked for a raise “Michael even asked for a raise 

because because 

of it,” of it,” 

according according 

to one to one 

source.source.

Another Another 

insider insider 

added: “Kelly was seething. The way she added: “Kelly was seething. The way she 

saw it, ‘Live’ was HER show.”saw it, ‘Live’ was HER show.”

Later that year, The ENQUIRER revealed Later that year, The ENQUIRER revealed 

Michael antagonized Kelly further by Michael antagonized Kelly further by 

promoting his memoir on the air!promoting his memoir on the air!

“It’s no secret that Michael tried to “It’s no secret that Michael tried to 

hog the limelight,” a set source told The hog the limelight,” a set source told The 

ENQUIRER.ENQUIRER.

With the “Live” tiff making headlines, With the “Live” tiff making headlines, 

Kelly’s husband, Mark Consuelos, whisked Kelly’s husband, Mark Consuelos, whisked 

her out of town, reportedly to celebrate her out of town, reportedly to celebrate 

their 20th wedding anniversary.their 20th wedding anniversary.

But insiders said Kelly is already busy But insiders said Kelly is already busy 

plotting to replace the “Fox NFL Sunday” plotting to replace the “Fox NFL Sunday” 

football analyst with one of her “Gay football analyst with one of her “Gay 

Mafia” buddies — CNN’s Anderson Mafia” buddies — CNN’s Anderson 

Cooper, Andy Cohen of Bravo’s “Watch Cooper, Andy Cohen of Bravo’s “Watch 

What Happens Live” or Broadway star What Happens Live” or Broadway star 

Neil Patrick Harris.Neil Patrick Harris.

“Now, Kelly has a chance  “Now, Kelly has a chance  

to finally get the kind of  to finally get the kind of  

co-host she wants,” a  co-host she wants,” a  

source spilled. “And he  source spilled. “And he  

won’t be anything like won’t be anything like 

Michael!” NEMichael!” NE

b

o

a

t

s

i

 HIS NEW  

 GIG! 
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 Debt-ridden, drug-crazed Michael lost the will to live  

MEDICAL
MIRACLE

MORE HEALTH NEWS PG 32

YOUR DNA is your 

cellular identity and by 

understanding your specific 

makeup, doctors can offer 

the skin treatment best 

suited for your needs. 

IDDNA® is a lifestyle age-

management program 

made to measure a patient’s 

genetic profile and activate 

his or her anti-aging 

potential at the cellular level! 

 “IDDNA® skin care is the only 

noninvasive, regenerative 

skin-care regimen based 

on your BIOLOGICAL age,” 

according to New York’s  

Dr. Richard Firshein, a 

pioneer in the field. “This 

unique genetic diagnostic 

approach allows a doctor 

to determine his patient’s 

individual skin-care needs.” 

The result is personalized 

care with potency,  

dosage and frequency 

adjusted to work for YOU. 

The IDDNA® skin-care 

treatment program comes 

with personalized  

day-and-night creams, and 

DNA-specific booster  

serums that address  

the individualized needs of 

each patient.

“The IDDNA® skin-care 

protocol brings natural, 

long-lasting results!” he said.

DOCTORS 
CAN SAVE 
YOUR SKIN 
BY TAPPING
YOUR DNA!YOUR DNA!

WORLD ENQUIRER 

JACKO KILLED

Conrad Murray and 
dermatologist Arnold 

Klein (right)

FOR CELEBRITY STORIES 

CALL 1-800-645-4708

TIPS@NATIONALENQUIRER.COM

MM
ICHAEL Jackson ICHAEL Jackson 

committed suicide!committed suicide!

That’s the That’s the 

bombshell bombshell 

conclusion of world conclusion of world 

renowned experts who renowned experts who 

examined a recording of the examined a recording of the 

King of Pop pleading for  King of Pop pleading for  

the drugs that eventually the drugs that eventually 

killed him! killed him! 

“Michael was really at the “Michael was really at the 

end of his rope,” claimed end of his rope,” claimed 

an insider. “He had so much an insider. “He had so much 

trouble in his life. I think it trouble in his life. I think it 

was just too much for him to was just too much for him to 

handle.”handle.”

Famed medical examiner Famed medical examiner 

Dr. Cyril H. Wecht told Dr. Cyril H. Wecht told 

The National ENQUIRER: The National ENQUIRER: 

“Michael’s drug addiction, “Michael’s drug addiction, 

paranoia, fear and isolation paranoia, fear and isolation 

had taken over his life — and had taken over his life — and 

would lead to what I would would lead to what I would 

call his death wish.” call his death wish.” 

Michael even admitted in an Michael even admitted in an 

interview he’d thought about interview he’d thought about 

taking his own life! taking his own life! 

The drug-addled superstar The drug-addled superstar 

could barely complete a could barely complete a 

sentence when he left a sentence when he left a 

slurring message on May slurring message on May 

3, 2009, for Jason Pfeiffer, 3, 2009, for Jason Pfeiffer, 

who worked for Dr. Arnold who worked for Dr. Arnold 

Klein, Michael’s Beverly Hills Klein, Michael’s Beverly Hills 

dermatologist.dermatologist.

Klein was notorious for Klein was notorious for 

supplying Michael with supplying Michael with 

drugs. He was accused of drugs. He was accused of 

injecting the star with the injecting the star with the 

powerful pain medication powerful pain medication 

Demerol on 51 occasions Demerol on 51 occasions 

in the three months before in the three months before 

Michael passed away on  Michael passed away on  

June 25, 2009. June 25, 2009. 

The physician, who was The physician, who was 

never charged and denied never charged and denied 

any wrongdoing, was also any wrongdoing, was also 

accused of using his medical accused of using his medical 

credentials to help Michael credentials to help Michael 

obtain more prescriptions obtain more prescriptions 

of the drug under several of the drug under several 

different names. different names. 

In 2013, Debbie Rowe — In 2013, Debbie Rowe — 

mother of two of Michael’s mother of two of Michael’s 

three kids — said Klein had three kids — said Klein had 

also provided the singer with also provided the singer with 

propofol.propofol.

Officially, Michael died Officially, Michael died 

from a lethal overdose of from a lethal overdose of 

that powerful anesthetic. that powerful anesthetic. 

His personal physician, Dr. His personal physician, Dr. 

Conrad Murray, was later Conrad Murray, was later 

convicted of involuntary convicted of involuntary 

manslaughter for manslaughter for 

administering the drug. administering the drug. 

BUT FRIENDS SAID the BUT FRIENDS SAID the 

star was caught in a death star was caught in a death 

spiral of his own making. spiral of his own making. 

“Michael Jackson had a “Michael Jackson had a 

death wish,” said Jason. death wish,” said Jason. 

“No one realized he was “No one realized he was 
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getting drugs from all these getting drugs from all these 

different places. It was different places. It was 

inevitable something was inevitable something was 

going to go wrong.”going to go wrong.”

Noting that when Michael Noting that when Michael 

died, his debts were died, his debts were 

reportedly as high as $400 reportedly as high as $400 

million, Dr. Wecht said he million, Dr. Wecht said he 

believes Michael “knew he believes Michael “knew he 

was worth more dead than was worth more dead than 

alive” and “sabotaged” his alive” and “sabotaged” his 

upcoming This Is It tour, upcoming This Is It tour, 

knowing he was “incapable of knowing he was “incapable of 

doing even one performance.doing even one performance.

“His death was “His death was 

appropriately determined appropriately determined 

to be a homicide, and not to be a homicide, and not 

a suicide. But, sadly, he a suicide. But, sadly, he 

contributed to his demise.” contributed to his demise.” 

Another insider declared: Another insider declared: 

“Michael definitely committed “Michael definitely committed 

suicide. It just happened in suicide. It just happened in 

slow motion, over a period slow motion, over a period 

of weeks. He’d finally had of weeks. He’d finally had 

enough of the world. enough of the world. 

“The call to Jason was a cry “The call to Jason was a cry 

to save his life. You can hear to save his life. You can hear 

the anguish in his voice.the anguish in his voice.

“His death was a suicide!”“His death was a suicide!”

In the recording, Michael’s In the recording, Michael’s 

feeble voice can be heard feeble voice can be heard 

saying: “It’s Michael. Err, I saying: “It’s Michael. Err, I 

can’t find Klein.” can’t find Klein.” 

The “Billie Jean” singer The “Billie Jean” singer 

continued: “Um, I have a continued: “Um, I have a 

problem in the groin area, and problem in the groin area, and 

I don’t want to say this on the I don’t want to say this on the 

phone … inflamed area there, phone … inflamed area there, 

um, on a private … I don’t want um, on a private … I don’t want 

to say this on the phone. Get to say this on the phone. Get 

him to call me please.” him to call me please.” 

After a brief pause, he After a brief pause, he 

murmured: “Thank you. Right murmured: “Thank you. Right 

away. Bye-bye.” away. Bye-bye.” 

FAMILY MEMBERS, and FAMILY MEMBERS, and 

even Michael himself, even Michael himself, 

disclosed his suicidal ways disclosed his suicidal ways 

long before his death at age long before his death at age 

50 in a rented L.A. mansion.50 in a rented L.A. mansion.

“Michael always talked “Michael always talked 

about dying young,” said an about dying young,” said an 

insider. “He wrote suicide insider. “He wrote suicide 

notes, then tore them up. He notes, then tore them up. He 

kept one with him. He often kept one with him. He often 

read it.” read it.” 

In a chilling 1999 interview In a chilling 1999 interview 

about child sex-abuse about child sex-abuse 

allegations against him, allegations against him, 

Michael admitted he had Michael admitted he had 

contemplated suicide.contemplated suicide.

“If it wasn’t for the children “If it wasn’t for the children 

… I’d throw in the towel and I’d … I’d throw in the towel and I’d 

kill myself,” he sobbed.kill myself,” he sobbed.

In a 2003 interview, former In a 2003 interview, former 

brother-in-law Jack Gordon brother-in-law Jack Gordon 

predicted Michael would one predicted Michael would one 

day commit suicide.day commit suicide.

“I’m convinced that it’s “I’m convinced that it’s 

only a matter of time  only a matter of time  

before he kills himself,”  before he kills himself,”  

said Jack, who was married said Jack, who was married 

to Michael’s sister La Toya to Michael’s sister La Toya 

from 1989 to 1997.from 1989 to 1997.

In his final months, Michael In his final months, Michael 

battled not only depression, battled not only depression, 

but also a number of  but also a number of  

physical ailments, divulged physical ailments, divulged 

an insider. He was anorexic, an insider. He was anorexic, 

and suffered from alpha-1 and suffered from alpha-1 

antitrypsin deficiency,  antitrypsin deficiency,  

an incurable illness that an incurable illness that 

damaged his lungs and  damaged his lungs and  

liver, and harmed his vision, liver, and harmed his vision, 

said the informant.said the informant.

The superstar also secretly The superstar also secretly 

injected heroin and pumped injected heroin and pumped 

himself full of powerful himself full of powerful 

painkillers, the source noted.painkillers, the source noted.

“Michael was really at the “Michael was really at the 

end of his rope,” said the spy. end of his rope,” said the spy. 

“He had so much trouble in “He had so much trouble in 

his life. I think it was just too his life. I think it was just too 

much for him to handle.” much for him to handle.” 

Dr. Wecht added: “Michael Dr. Wecht added: “Michael 

called his tour ‘This Is It’ called his tour ‘This Is It’ 

because he knew it would be because he knew it would be 

the last time for fans to see the last time for fans to see 

him.” NEhim.” NE

– BOB BURNS and  – BOB BURNS and  

DAWNA KAUFMANNDAWNA KAUFMANN

The superstar felt 
suicidal. Below, his 
body after autopsy

“It’s Michael. Err, I

can’t find Klein.

 Um, I have a problem

in the groin area, and

I don’t want to say

this on the phone …

inflamed area there,

um, on a private … I

don’t want to say this

on the phone. Get him

to call me please.

Thank you. Right

away. Bye-bye.”

ENQUIRER EXCLUSIVE

LED HIMSELF!
 Michael’s desperate 

 voicemail to  voicemail to 
 Jason Pfeiffer  Jason Pfeiffer 
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CC
ONVICTED killer Phil ONVICTED killer Phil 

Spector is innocent!Spector is innocent!

That’s the startling That’s the startling 

theory proposed theory proposed 

by famed forensic by famed forensic 

pathologist Dr. Vincent Di pathologist Dr. Vincent Di 

Maio in his upcoming book, Maio in his upcoming book, 

obtained exclusively by The obtained exclusively by The 

National ENQUIRER.National ENQUIRER.

Spector, 76, was found Spector, 76, was found 

guilty of murdering actress guilty of murdering actress 

Lana Clarkson, who was shot Lana Clarkson, who was shot 

Feb. 3, 2003. Prosecutors Feb. 3, 2003. Prosecutors 

argued the music producer argued the music producer 

stuck a gun in her mouth and stuck a gun in her mouth and 

blew her brains out.blew her brains out.

But Di Maio insisted the But Di Maio insisted the 

evidence suggests Lana’s evidence suggests Lana’s 

death was likely a suicide!death was likely a suicide!

In his blockbuster, In his blockbuster, 

“Morgue: A Life in Death,” “Morgue: A Life in Death,” 

Di Maio wrote Spector’s Di Maio wrote Spector’s 

conviction “wasn’t the conviction “wasn’t the 

sure thing prosecutors sure thing prosecutors 

claimed it to be.claimed it to be.

“The presence of “The presence of 

gunshot residue on both gunshot residue on both 

of Clarkson’s hands but of Clarkson’s hands but 

not on Spector’s suggests not on Spector’s suggests 

she was holding the gun she was holding the gun 

when it fired, not Spector.when it fired, not Spector.

“Even if Spector had “Even if Spector had 

washed his hands, traces washed his hands, traces 

of GSR would still be present of GSR would still be present 

on his skin and clothing, but on his skin and clothing, but 

only two tiny particles were only two tiny particles were 

found on his clothing.found on his clothing.

“They could have been “They could have been 

transferred by the air, by his transferred by the air, by his 

handcuffs or in the police handcuffs or in the police 

car.”car.”

What’s more, Lana’s lips, What’s more, Lana’s lips, 

tongue and teeth remained tongue and teeth remained 

intact, suggesting the gun intact, suggesting the gun 

was not forced into her was not forced into her 

mouth, according to Di Maio.mouth, according to Di Maio.

His book, available on May His book, available on May 

17, also pointed out that  17, also pointed out that  

99 percent of oral shootings 99 percent of oral shootings 

are not homicides, and the are not homicides, and the 

blood-spatter pattern blood-spatter pattern 

at the scene supports at the scene supports 

Spector’s innocence.Spector’s innocence.

“Clarkson’s shoulders, arms “Clarkson’s shoulders, arms 

and hands were covered in and hands were covered in 

blood, while Spector only blood, while Spector only 

had ‘a single droplet’ on his had ‘a single droplet’ on his 

sleeve!” wrote Di Maio, a sleeve!” wrote Di Maio, a 

renowned gunshot-wound renowned gunshot-wound 

expert who testified for the expert who testified for the 

defense in the notorious case.defense in the notorious case.

Besides that, Lana — a Besides that, Lana — a 

healthy 40-year-old — could healthy 40-year-old — could 

have “easily overpowered” have “easily overpowered” 

Spector, a much shorter and Spector, a much shorter and 

frail man more than 20 years frail man more than 20 years 

her senior, Di Maio argued.her senior, Di Maio argued.

“Those facts, and a lack “Those facts, and a lack 

of objective evidence of objective evidence 

to the contrary, led to the contrary, led 

me to think that me to think that 

suicide was not suicide was not 

just a distinct just a distinct 

possibility, but the possibility, but the 

kind of reasonable kind of reasonable 

alternative that alternative that 

should be argued should be argued 

before a jury,” he before a jury,” he 

concluded.concluded.

Despite that, Spector Despite that, Spector 

was convicted of second-was convicted of second-

degree murder. He’s degree murder. He’s 

serving 19 years to life at serving 19 years to life at 

the California Health Care the California Health Care 

Facility in Stockton. NEFacility in Stockton. NE

 Murder ‘victim’ blew her own brains out 

PHIL 
SPECTOR 

ENQUIRER
EXCLUSIVE

SPECTOR
INNOCENT!

— FORENSICS
EXPERTEXPERT

Lana 
Clarkson 

after 
the fatal 
shooting

Toupée-
less Phil 
Spector  
is in jail

 THEN  NOW 

VICIOUSVICIOUS
TWIST INTWIST IN
SLATER &
DAD FEUD

THE family feud between 

Christian Slater and  

his destitute dad just  

gets uglier!

Weeks after ex–soap 

star Michael Hawkins 

slapped the “Heathers” 

hunk with a defamation 

lawsuit, Christian filed a 

countersuit claiming his 

dad once threatened  

to kill him and his mom!

Christian’s suit said his dad 

was dragged off to New 

York’s Bellevue Hospital 

Center in a straitjacket in 

1972 after the death threat.

Michael, 80, who was 

photographed last 

November waiting for a 

free meal at a Los Angeles 

church, told The National 

ENQUIRER: “My son, 

Christian, has disowned me!”

Christian, 46, and  

his mom, Mary Jo, 70, also 

claimed Michael pushed 

her into a busy street 

when she was five months 

pregnant in 1969! 

NEWS

Christian, 
above, 

has filed a 
countersuit 
against his 

dad, Michael
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Princesses 
HE LOVED 
AND LOST

TO JACKO, PRINCE WAS A PURPLE PAIN!

PRINCE was a total 

babe magnet who 

wooed plenty of 

hotties between two 

brief marriages. 

He dated Madonna in 

1985, Marvin Gaye’s 

daughter, Nona Gaye, 

when she was 18, and 

actresses Vanessa 

Marcil, Apollonia and 

Sherilyn Fenn.

Kim Basinger caught 

his eye in 1989 while 

the two worked on 

the blockbuster 

“Batman.” The 

National ENQUIRER 

spotted the two 

cozying up at an L.A. 

hot spot — with Kim 

sporting a serious case 

of bedhead.

In the early 1990s 

Prince convinced 

stunner Tara Leigh 

Patrick to change  

her name to  

Carmen Electra.

Prince hooked up with 

drummer Sheila E. in 

1978, and wrote the hit 

song “Manic Monday” 

for Susanna Hoffs and 

her all-girl group,  

The Bangles.

At 37, he married his 

22-year-old backup 

dancer, Mayte Garcia, 

in 1996. It was 

annulled three  

years later.

His five-year marriage 

to Manuela Testolini,  

a Canadian who 

worked for his charity,  

ended in 2006.
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 Madonna 

 Vanessa Marcil 

 Sherilyn Fenn 

 Carmen Electra 

 Mayte Garcia 

 Nona Gaye 

 Apollonia 

 Kim Basinger 

 Susanna Hoffs  Sheila E. 

 Manuela 
 Testolini  Testolini 

MUSICAL G
MARRED BY TRAGEDY

A dancer for Prince, 
Mayte was also his 

first wife 

 MAYTE GARCIA 

BACK in the 1980s, Prince and BACK in the 1980s, Prince and 

Michael Jackson ruled the pop Michael Jackson ruled the pop 

music world.music world.

But The National ENQUIRER But The National ENQUIRER 

can reveal Michael envied the can reveal Michael envied the 

pint-sized “Purple Rain” star and pint-sized “Purple Rain” star and 

resented his success!resented his success!

At the height of their rivalry, At the height of their rivalry, 

Michael felt “washed up” Michael felt “washed up” 

because his Victory tour because his Victory tour 

was a massive flop, an was a massive flop, an 

insider dished.insider dished.

“Michael was sitting “Michael was sitting 

on top last year at on top last year at 

this time,” the insider this time,” the insider 

said in 1985. “Now said in 1985. “Now 
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TO JACKO, PRINCE WAS A PURPLE PAIN!

PP
RINCE’S fantastic RINCE’S fantastic 

wealth and success wealth and success 

couldn’t buy couldn’t buy 

happiness — the happiness — the 

star endured a triple star endured a triple 

whammy of heartache.whammy of heartache.

The music icon’s only child The music icon’s only child 

died a week after birth,  died a week after birth,  

a beautiful singer who was the a beautiful singer who was the 

love of his life met a tragic end love of his life met a tragic end 

and his heart was shattered and his heart was shattered 

after falling for a lesbian. after falling for a lesbian. 

Prince’s first wife, Mayte Prince’s first wife, Mayte 

Garcia, gave birth to their son, Garcia, gave birth to their son, 

Boy Gregory, on Oct. 16, 1996. Boy Gregory, on Oct. 16, 1996. 

Tragically, the infant was Tragically, the infant was 

born with Pfeiffer born with Pfeiffer 

syndrome, a rare birth syndrome, a rare birth 

defect.defect.

The couple “cried and The couple “cried and 

cried and prayed for a cried and prayed for a 

miracle,” a source told miracle,” a source told 

The National ENQUIRER The National ENQUIRER 

at the time. Sadly, the at the time. Sadly, the 

baby died on Oct. 23. baby died on Oct. 23. 

The couple’s marriage The couple’s marriage 

didn’t survive the didn’t survive the 

tragedy. It was annulled tragedy. It was annulled 

on their third wedding on their third wedding 

anniversary in 1999. anniversary in 1999. 

Despite his reputation as Despite his reputation as 

a ladies’ man, the rocker a ladies’ man, the rocker 

seemed unlucky in love. seemed unlucky in love. 

In a bizarre twist, Prince In a bizarre twist, Prince 

developed a crush on a developed a crush on a 

lesbian member of his band, lesbian member of his band, 

The Revolution, in the ’80s.The Revolution, in the ’80s.

Guitarist Wendy Melvoin Guitarist Wendy Melvoin 

was dating another female was dating another female 

band member. But Wendy band member. But Wendy 

had a twin sister named had a twin sister named 

Susannah — and when Susannah — and when 

Susannah showed up one day, Susannah showed up one day, 

Prince fell for her.Prince fell for her.

Susannah joined The Susannah joined The 

Revolution in a backup role, Revolution in a backup role, 

and Prince cast her in his film and Prince cast her in his film 

“Under the Cherry Moon.”“Under the Cherry Moon.”

He quickly realized He quickly realized 

Susannah couldn’t act and Susannah couldn’t act and 

fired her. But finding her fired her. But finding her 

replacement was more replacement was more 

difficult than just screening difficult than just screening 

new actresses.new actresses.

Prince finally settled on Prince finally settled on 

actress Kristin Scott Thomas.actress Kristin Scott Thomas.

Disaster struck again more Disaster struck again more 

than two months before his than two months before his 

own death. Prince lost the one own death. Prince lost the one 

person who some say was his person who some say was his 

T

a

b
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o
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a

s

true love — the singer, Vanity, 

whose real name was Denise whose real name was Denise 

Katrina Matthews. The two Katrina Matthews. The two 

dated in the 1980s when she dated in the 1980s when she 

was part of the Prince-run girl was part of the Prince-run girl 

group, Vanity 6. group, Vanity 6. 

She died of renal failure on She died of renal failure on 

Feb. 15 at the age of 57 — the Feb. 15 at the age of 57 — the 

same age as Prince when he same age as Prince when he 

passed away on April 21.passed away on April 21.

Prince said, in part: “She Prince said, in part: “She 

loved me for the artist I was, loved me for the artist I was, 

I loved her for the artist she I loved her for the artist she 

was trying to be.”was trying to be.”

The legendary singer was The legendary singer was 

reportedly worth $300 million reportedly worth $300 million 

personally, and his music personally, and his music 

catalog has been valued at catalog has been valued at 

another $500 million. The another $500 million. The 

bulk of the estate is expected bulk of the estate is expected 

to go to his sister, Tyka Nelson, to go to his sister, Tyka Nelson, 

55, his closest living relative.55, his closest living relative.

 He was 
 haunted by 

 the deaths of 
 his only child 

 and pal Vanity 

L GLORIES 
MARRED BY TRAGEDY

Prince cast the young 
beauty in “Under the 

Cherry Moon”

 KRISTIN SCOTT THOMAS 

Some say Denise 
Katrina Matthews was 
the love of Prince’s life

 VANITY 

Prince has come along and 

toppled him.”toppled him.”

Prince outshone Michael by Prince outshone Michael by 

nabbing an Oscar that year nabbing an Oscar that year 

for the best original score on for the best original score on 

1984’s “Purple Rain.” He also 1984’s “Purple Rain.” He also 

earned five music awards earned five music awards 

to Michael’s single nod that to Michael’s single nod that 

same year.same year.

A record company executive A record company executive 

who was close to Michael who was close to Michael 

added: “When Prince won the added: “When Prince won the 

Academy Award, Michael told Academy Award, Michael told 

an associate, ‘I guess I really an associate, ‘I guess I really 

am yesterday’s news.’”am yesterday’s news.’”

But Michael got his revenge But Michael got his revenge 

by poking fun at Prince, by poking fun at Prince, 

according to top music according to top music 

executive L.A. Reid’s new executive L.A. Reid’s new 

memoir, “Sing To Me.” memoir, “Sing To Me.” 

In the book, L.A. wrote he and In the book, L.A. wrote he and 

Kenny “Babyface” Edmonds Kenny “Babyface” Edmonds 

were invited to visit Michael’s were invited to visit Michael’s 

Neverland Ranch in the 1990s. Neverland Ranch in the 1990s. 

According to L.A., Michael According to L.A., Michael 

showed them footage of a 1983 showed them footage of a 1983 

James Brown concert. James Brown concert. 

Michael recalled how he Michael recalled how he 

told the “King of Soul Music” told the “King of Soul Music” 

Prince was in the crowd, and Prince was in the crowd, and 

James invited His Purple James invited His Purple 

Majesty on stage.Majesty on stage.

But to Michael’s delight, But to Michael’s delight, 

Prince fumbled his Prince fumbled his 

performance.performance.

“Michael enjoyed laughing “Michael enjoyed laughing 

at the video,” L.A. wrote.at the video,” L.A. wrote.

But Michael wasn’t done But Michael wasn’t done 

with Prince yet.with Prince yet.

L.A. penned: “After  L.A. penned: “After  

that, he put on a scene that, he put on a scene 

from Prince’s movie from Prince’s movie 

‘Under the Cherry ‘Under the Cherry 

Moon,’ the artsy black-Moon,’ the artsy black-

and-white bomb he and-white bomb he 

made after ‘Purple made after ‘Purple 

Rain,’ and he laughed Rain,’ and he laughed 

some more at Prince.” NEsome more at Prince.” NE
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CROSSWORD

ANSWERS FOR THIS PUZZLE CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 56

59 77 76

ACROSS                                                 

1 Legislative body

6 Stimulate, energize6 Stimulate, energize

11 Novelist Ferber11 Novelist Ferber

14 Sitarist Shankar14 Sitarist Shankar

15 Valley15 Valley

16 Brief and concise16 Brief and concise

17 Well digger’s 17 Well digger’s 

concernconcern

19 In favor of19 In favor of

20 Mexican treat20 Mexican treat

22 The things there22 The things there

24 Word of woe24 Word of woe

25 Blackthorn fruits25 Blackthorn fruits

26 Mom’s mate26 Mom’s mate

27 Long time spans27 Long time spans

28 Peach or apricot28 Peach or apricot

30 Brings in the crop30 Brings in the crop

31 Down in the dumps31 Down in the dumps

32 Furious32 Furious

33 Noise33 Noise

34 Opinions34 Opinions

35 Chilly35 Chilly

36 With child36 With child

38 Loans38 Loans

39 Car cushioners39 Car cushioners

41 Stirs up41 Stirs up

42 London weather 42 London weather 

reportreport

43 Smell badly43 Smell badly

44 Fasteners44 Fasteners

45 Sectors45 Sectors

46 Garden buildings46 Garden buildings

47 Alan Ladd western47 Alan Ladd western

48 Brimless cap48 Brimless cap

49 Took an oath49 Took an oath

50 Take legal action50 Take legal action

52 Chess piece52 Chess piece

53 Math procedure53 Math procedure

55 Pub projectile55 Pub projectile

56 Last part56 Last part

57 Artistic category57 Artistic category

58 Bird’s perch58 Bird’s perch

59 Bono or Liston 

60 It’s at the mouth 

of a riverof a river

61 Young ladies61 Young ladies

62 Musical combos62 Musical combos

63 Ringlets

64 Hang loosely64 Hang loosely

65 Archer’s missle65 Archer’s missle

67 Groups of 67 Groups of 

concubinesconcubines

69 Big smiles69 Big smiles

70 Imaginative70 Imaginative

72 Canola, olive 72 Canola, olive 

and vegetableand vegetable

73 Surprise attacks73 Surprise attacks

74 Color of envy74 Color of envy

75 Spy agency  75 Spy agency  

initialsinitials

76 Goes with crafts76 Goes with crafts

 77 “Gilligan’s Island”  

 star Dawn 

78 Carb craver’s food

79 Blacken, scorch79 Blacken, scorch

80 Dined80 Dined

81 Bicycle part81 Bicycle part

82 Happy82 Happy

83 Touches83 Touches

84 Steak order84 Steak order

86 Before Moines 86 Before Moines 

or Plainesor Plaines

87 Daytime serials87 Daytime serials

90 Likeness90 Likeness

91 Glass unit91 Glass unit

92 Notable times92 Notable times

93 Tide type93 Tide type

94 Green gemstone94 Green gemstone

95 Deception, trickery95 Deception, trickery

DOWN  

1 Scorn, disdain

2 Lawn growth2 Lawn growth

3 Evaluate3 Evaluate

4 Adam’s partner4 Adam’s partner

5 Respectful title5 Respectful title

6 Morocco city6 Morocco city

7 Building wings7 Building wings

8 Service charge8 Service charge

9 Bends down9 Bends down

10 — looking at you!10 — looking at you!

11 Certain time zone11 Certain time zone

12 Impasse12 Impasse

13 Dwelling13 Dwelling

15 Well-founded15 Well-founded

17 Alice went here17 Alice went here

18 Mock18 Mock

19 Defects19 Defects

21 Sealing material21 Sealing material

23 Frost type23 Frost type

25 Run-down25 Run-down

28 Young horses28 Young horses

29 Sprints29 Sprints

30 Wedding bands30 Wedding bands

31 Benefits31 Benefits

33 Long-billed bird33 Long-billed bird

34 Herbivores34 Herbivores

35 Scold, reproach35 Scold, reproach

37 Leaving37 Leaving

38 Self-reliant one38 Self-reliant one

39 Firm, strict39 Firm, strict

40 Backfield guy40 Backfield guy

42 One’s specialty42 One’s specialty

43 Plant sprout43 Plant sprout

44 Jaw part44 Jaw part

45 African animal45 African animal

46 Kind of cheese46 Kind of cheese

47 Pencil drawing47 Pencil drawing

48 Baseball ploys48 Baseball ploys

49 Robbed49 Robbed

50 BLT, hero and club50 BLT, hero and club

51 Vases51 Vases

53 Vends53 Vends

54 Army unit54 Army unit

55 Door sign: 55 Door sign: 

— — Disturb— — Disturb

57 Bacterium57 Bacterium

59 Plastic wrap59 Plastic wrap

60 Formal fights60 Formal fights

61 Coordinate  61 Coordinate  

systemssystems

62 Procreate62 Procreate

63 Standards for 63 Standards for 

judgingjudging

64 Dentist’s tool64 Dentist’s tool

65 Territory65 Territory

66 Awe-inspiring66 Awe-inspiring

68 Main artery68 Main artery

69 Festive occasions69 Festive occasions

70 System of belief70 System of belief

71 Small glass 71 Small glass 

containercontainer

73 Turn in a coupon73 Turn in a coupon

74 Juicy fruit74 Juicy fruit

 76 Actor Eckhart 

77 Golf club

78 Without taste78 Without taste

79 Partner for  79 Partner for  

desistdesist

82 Soccer score82 Soccer score

83 College social grp.83 College social grp.

85 Electromagnetic 85 Electromagnetic 

pulsepulse

87 Health resort87 Health resort

88 Each88 Each

89 Poetic before89 Poetic before
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 Thanks … 
 for nothing! 

A pair of hulking guys corralled a 

hot, young New York publicist on the 

dance floor of a high-end nightclub 

and told her: “Prince would like you to 

join him in the VIP area.” Thrilled, she 

was then led to a long couch behind 

a velvet rope and seated next to his 

Purple Majesty — who remained 

completely silent for the rest of 

the evening! Finally, the same two 

guys escorted the bewildered 

beauty out.
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PRINCE WAS A MUSICAL MARVEL!
BETTE MIDLER

“Good night, sweet Prince. He really was, too. 

Sweet, kind, unbelievably talented, a joy to 

watch and to hear. I can’t believe it.” 

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE

“Numb. Stunned. This can’t be real.”

ELLEN DEGENERES

“Prince was brilliant and larger than life. What 

a sad day.”

WHOOPI GOLDBERG

“This is what it sounds like when doves  

cry. Prince R.I.P. Condolences to his family  

& 2 us all.”

BRIAN WILSON

“I’m shocked to hear that Prince passed at 

such a young age. Musically, he could do it 

HH
E MAY have been a towering E MAY have been a towering 

musical genius, but Prince could musical genius, but Prince could 

also be the “King of Weird.” His also be the “King of Weird.” His 

Purple Oddness was often offbeat Purple Oddness was often offbeat 

in a big way! Here are several in a big way! Here are several 

examples of the slightly mad examples of the slightly mad 

musical monarch’s musical monarch’s 

quirky behavior.quirky behavior.

SOME WEIRD 
& WILD WAYS!

A FLAWED 
GENIUS WITH

Celebs all 
agree: 

Prince 
found 

Kim out 
of step

Prince 
in 1993in 1993
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REPORTING TEAM: DOUG MONTERO, ALAN BUTTERFIELD and  REPORTING TEAM: DOUG MONTERO, ALAN BUTTERFIELD and  

JIM NELSON in Chanhassen, Minn., DANA BLANCHARD  JIM NELSON in Chanhassen, Minn., DANA BLANCHARD  

in Los Angeles and  ROBERT HARTLEIN, BELINDA ROBINSON, in Los Angeles and  ROBERT HARTLEIN, BELINDA ROBINSON, 

MICHAEL JACCARINO and SHARON CHURCHER in New YorkMICHAEL JACCARINO and SHARON CHURCHER in New York

all: sing, play, arrange and produce. Love  

& Mercy.” 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

“Few artists have influenced the sound and 

trajectory of popular music more distinctly, 

or touched quite so many people with their 

talent. As one of the most gifted and prolific 

musicians of our time, Prince 

did it all. Funk. R&B. Rock 

and roll. He was a virtuoso 

instrumentalist, a brilliant 

bandleader, and an electrifying 

performer.” NE

 Slam-tastic 
In a hilarious skit on “Chappelle’s Show” based In a hilarious skit on “Chappelle’s Show” based 

on real-life events, Prince (Dave Chappelle) on real-life events, Prince (Dave Chappelle) 

and his band challenge comic Charlie Murphy and his band challenge comic Charlie Murphy 

and his famous brother, Eddie, to a game of and his famous brother, Eddie, to a game of 

hoops at his Purple playground. The Murphys hoops at his Purple playground. The Murphys 

laughed at the 5-foot-2 singer’s challenge, and laughed at the 5-foot-2 singer’s challenge, and 

dubbed it “Shirts vs. Blouses.” But high-school dubbed it “Shirts vs. Blouses.” But high-school 

hoops star Prince led his team to a slam-dunk hoops star Prince led his team to a slam-dunk 

victory, and then served the losers pancakes!victory, and then served the losers pancakes!

 Kicking out the Kardashian 
Known for his fabulous footwork, 

Prince pulled reality star Kim 

Kardashian out of the front row at 

Madison Square Garden to join him on 

stage in 2011. But Kim was so wooden 

he waved her back to her seat! Kim 

later tweeted: “I was so nervous I 

froze when Prince touched me.”

 He was a  real Witness! 
A devout Jehovah’s Witness, Prince often 

joined his pal Larry Graham, a former 

member of Sly & the Family Stone, to  

knock on doors to spread the good 

word. “Sometimes people act 

surprised,” Prince said in 2008. 

“But mostly they’re really 

cool about it.” 

 Al be seeing 
 you (not!) 
Prince repeatedly rejected 

“Weird Al” Yankovic’s 

requests to record parodies 

of his songs. In fact, he 

was so freaked out by Al 

that when the two were 

assigned seats in the same 

row at an American Music 

Awards show, Prince’s 

lawyers fired off a telegram 

to Weird Al demanding 

that he not make eye 

contact with the artist.

Prince 
wasn’t 
a fan of 
freaky 

Al

Dave 
Chappelle Chappelle 

was a was a 
Prince Prince 
natural natural 
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IT’S normal for your vision to deteriorate with 

age, but unusual changes like sudden double 

vision or diminished vision in one eye can indicate 

an extremely serious problem, like a stroke. If such 

changes accompany 

other symptoms of a 

brain hemorrhage, such as 

numbness on one side of 

the body, slurred speech 

or an inability to find the 

right words, consult a 

doctor immediately 

about the bigger issues 

behind your problems.

YOUR
ALL NEW

BY DR.  STUART FISCHER

NEWS 
YOU CAN 
ALWAYS

USE!

FOCUS ON 
VISION ISSUES

WARM weather has arrived — and you can tone 

your arms and shoulders for sleeveless tops with 

the right diet and exercise regimen. A high-protein 

diet, for example, will help you gain muscle and 

lose fat. Eat more fish and lean cuts of meat, like 

skinless chicken breasts. Cut back on grains, 

sugar and foods high in carbohydrates. 

Eat lots of vegetables and fruit to 

get fibers you need. Push-ups 

are great for arm toning 

and definition! Overhead 

extensions, chest presses 

and shoulder exercises with 

weights also help. Instead 

of heavy weights, do more 

repetitions at a lower weight. 

And be consistent, even if 

you’re only working out for 

less than 30 minutes a day!

YOUR diet plays a key role 

in getting a healthy night’s in getting a healthy night’s 

sleep. Chocolate is a sleep. Chocolate is a 

definite no-no for bedtime definite no-no for bedtime 

because it’s loaded with because it’s loaded with 

caffeine. Celery’s high caffeine. Celery’s high 

water content makes it a water content makes it a 

natural diuretic, meaning natural diuretic, meaning 

you may need to get you may need to get 

up during the night to up during the night to 

deal with the effects. deal with the effects. 

Cauliflower is healthy, Cauliflower is healthy, 

but slows digestion and but slows digestion and 

can upset your stomach can upset your stomach 

while you sleep. Ham is a while you sleep. Ham is a 

fatty food that disrupts fatty food that disrupts 

physical, mental and physical, mental and 

behavioral cycles. Instead, behavioral cycles. Instead, 

snack on walnuts, which snack on walnuts, which 

contain the sleep-inducing contain the sleep-inducing 

amino acid known as amino acid known as 

tryptophan. Bananas are tryptophan. Bananas are 

packed with magnesium packed with magnesium 

and potassium, which and potassium, which 

relax muscles and ease relax muscles and ease 

tension. Yogurt does the tension. Yogurt does the 

same, and eggs are loaded same, and eggs are loaded 

with insulin, which sends with insulin, which sends 

tryptophan to the brain. tryptophan to the brain. 

Eat up and get some sleep!Eat up and get some sleep!

EAT  YOUR WAY TO BETTER SLEEP

LOSE THE FLAB FOR 

SUMMER!

TION

IT’S summer, and everybody wants to look his or her 

best for swimsuit season! But that doesn’t mean you 

can’t work a healthy and delicious snack into your 

beach bag — so ride the fitness wave with pistachios! 

Each 30-gram serving of the green nuts contains 

approximately 160 calories, 14 grams total fat per 

serving and ZERO grams of trans fats! The U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration has provided a qualified 

health claim stating: “Scientific evidence suggests 

but does not prove that eating 1.5 ounces per day of 

most nuts, such as pistachios, as part of a diet low 

in saturated fat and cholesterol may reduce the risk 

of heart disease.” That gives you and your summer 

beach body more than enough reason to keep your 

head out of the sand!

PISTACHIOS! THE PERFECT SUMMER SNACK!

NATURAL HELP FOR ANXIETY!
LIFE’S daily pressures can trigger anxiety. 

Luckily, there are many non-prescription 

remedies. Chamomile tea has proven 

to offer relief, as does green tea, which 

contains herbs that reduce heart rate and 

anxiety. Hops, found in beer, but 

also in supplement pill form, 

have a sedative compound. 

Valerian supplements are a 

tremendous sleep aid. Lemon 

balm has been used since the 

Middle Ages to reduce stress. 

Finally, simple exercise is a 

powerful antidote for anxiety!
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ADJUST TO LIFE WITHOUT DRIVING

❱ ❱  FIND OTHER TRANSPORTATION
Many communities have a variety of senior 

transportation possibilities. In smaller towns, transportation possibilities. In smaller towns, 

check with local officials or the public library.  check with local officials or the public library.  

Under the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act, Under the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act, 

public transit services must offer options for public transit services must offer options for 

those with disabilities or those who cannot use a those with disabilities or those who cannot use a 

public system. Give the bus company a call!public system. Give the bus company a call!

❱ ❱  LOOK FOR ONLINE ALTERNATIVES
Banking, groceries and shopping needs can be 

handled with simple internet transactions and handled with simple internet transactions and 

deliveries. Your local librarian or a neighbor can help deliveries. Your local librarian or a neighbor can help 

seniors who are not computer savvy by guiding  seniors who are not computer savvy by guiding  

them through their first purchases online. them through their first purchases online. NENE

❱ ❱  PLAN AHEAD
Look for ways to 

combine trips and 

tackle several errands at 

once — making it easier 

for friends or alternate 

transportation services 

to serve your needs.

❱ ❱  DIVE INTO A POOL!
Carpooling with others can 

be a good way for a group 

of friends who don’t drive to 

save money. Sharing a local 

car service is another option 

that can be cost-effective and 

social! Some senior centers 

have bus services or provide 

taxi vouchers.

❱ ❱  SEEK 

HELP FROM 

FAMILY
Relatives can 

accompany  

a senior for 

initial public 

transit trips to 

help them  

learn the system 

and investigate 

all the options.  

The family 

member can  

also be 

supportive in 

helping ease 

fears, concerns 

and the sense  

of loss  

about giving  

up driving.

ENQUIRER

O
NE of the tough- 

est transitions 

for any senior is 

giving up driving. 

Being able to get 

around is a vital aspect 

of independence that 

any self-reliant person 

hates to relinquish, but 

safety is paramount 

and, as skills decline, 

many senior citizens 

must confront getting 

out from behind the 

wheel. 

Don’t worry: Parking 

your car doesn’t 

mean you need to be 

marooned! There are 

many options to help 

older people meet 

their needs, according 

to Gary J. Kennedy, a 

geriatric psychiatrist at 

Albert Einstein College 

of Medicine. 

❱ ❱  DON’T SELL THE CAR IMMEDIATELY
It can come in handy when a family member needs 
to ferry you to appointments or run errands.to ferry you to appointments or run errands.
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Former wrestler and 
entertainer Chyna entertainer Chyna 

was found dead in her was found dead in her 
apartment April 20apartment April 20

❱❱ ‘SHE  
 HAD NO ONE  
 AROUND HER  
 AT THE END’ 

BELOVED actress Doris 

Roberts fought a strong Roberts fought a strong 

secret battle against de-secret battle against de-

mentia right up until her mentia right up until her 

final breath!final breath!

The “Everybody Loves The “Everybody Loves 

Raymond” matriarch’s Raymond” matriarch’s 

memory struggles infuri-memory struggles infuri-

ated her both on and off ated her both on and off 

the set.the set.

“She’d get angry and lash “She’d get angry and lash 

out in shocking outbursts,” out in shocking outbursts,” 

dished a spy exclusively to dished a spy exclusively to 

The National ENQUIRER. The National ENQUIRER. 

“She’d snap at people for “She’d snap at people for 

no apparent reason … but no apparent reason … but 

she knew something was she knew something was 

terribly wrong!”terribly wrong!”

Doris, who died at the Doris, who died at the 

age of 90, was particularly age of 90, was particularly 

frustrated by her inability frustrated by her inability 

to memorize lines with to memorize lines with 

ease.ease.

“She hated that her body “She hated that her body 

and mind were failing her,” and mind were failing her,” 

according to the insider. according to the insider. 

“Over the last couple of “Over the last couple of 

years, it became sheer hell years, it became sheer hell 

for her!”for her!”

Doris’ extraordinary ca-Doris’ extraordinary ca-

reer spanned six decades reer spanned six decades 

and earned her five Emmy and earned her five Emmy 

Awards, including four for Awards, including four for 

her “Raymond” role as  her “Raymond” role as  

Marie Barone.Marie Barone.

She never remarried after She never remarried after 

the 1983 death of second the 1983 death of second 

husband William Goyen, husband William Goyen, 

and pals said she struggled and pals said she struggled 

mightily with her health mightily with her health 

during her final years.during her final years.

“Her whole body was de-“Her whole body was de-

teriorating,” revealed the teriorating,” revealed the 

snitch. “She was hospital-snitch. “She was hospital-

ized and near death many ized and near death many 

times.”times.”

But the memory loss But the memory loss 

bothered her most of all.bothered her most of all.

“It was a frightening “It was a frightening 

prospect for her because prospect for her because 

it meant the end of her it meant the end of her 

career,” the insider said. career,” the insider said. 

“But she’d never admit to “But she’d never admit to 

it, and her mantra was, ‘I it, and her mantra was, ‘I 

don’t give in ... and I don’t don’t give in ... and I don’t 

give up.’”  give up.’”  

NEWS

DORIS’ 
MEMORY

LOSS 
TORTURE!

 Dementia-stricken 
 Roberts would  Roberts would 

 lash out in anger  lash out in anger 

Doris, far right, and 
her TV family

CHYNA’S WORLD
ENDED WHEN 
QUIT WRESTLING!
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Do you have inside information about a big celebrity? 
Turn that juicy scoop into a big pile of cash by sharing it  
with The National ENQUIRER and its millions of readers! 

Here’s how to contact us: 

1-800-645-4708 561-877-1057 tips@nationalenquirer.com

Chyna reputedly had 
a love triangle with 

Stephanie McMahon and 
Triple H, above 

Chyna at 
an adult 

entertainment 
awards show 

in 2012

Days before 
her death, 

Chyna 
shared a 
photo of 

herself with 
a black eye

GG
LAMAZON wrestler Chyna’s LAMAZON wrestler Chyna’s 

tragic death at the age of 45 tragic death at the age of 45 

sadly came as little surprise to sadly came as little surprise to 

those who knew her!those who knew her!

The body of the 5-foot-10 The body of the 5-foot-10 

grappler was found days after grappler was found days after 

she died — possibly from a drug she died — possibly from a drug 

overdose.overdose.

Cops discovered her sprawled Cops discovered her sprawled 

out April 20 in the bedroom of out April 20 in the bedroom of 

her apartment and don’t believe her apartment and don’t believe 

foul play was involved.foul play was involved.

“Chyna had no one around her “Chyna had no one around her 

at the end,” revealed a source at the end,” revealed a source 

close to her. close to her. 

“She struggled with life after “She struggled with life after 

wrestling and, in the end, had wrestling and, in the end, had 

virtually no friends.”  virtually no friends.”  

Chyna, born Joan Laurer in 1969, Chyna, born Joan Laurer in 1969, 

became an international sensation in the became an international sensation in the 

late 1990s thanks in part to her pay-per-late 1990s thanks in part to her pay-per-

view “WrestleMania” appearances.view “WrestleMania” appearances.

Injuries, suspected steroid use and an Injuries, suspected steroid use and an 

alleged love triangle with fellow superstar alleged love triangle with fellow superstar 

Triple H and Stephanie McMahon, Triple H and Stephanie McMahon, 

the daughter of WWE honcho Vince the daughter of WWE honcho Vince 

McMahon, led to her dismissal.McMahon, led to her dismissal.

While Chyna was the epitome of While Chyna was the epitome of 

toughness in the ring, her adolescence toughness in the ring, her adolescence 

was a nightmare. was a nightmare. 

Growing up in Rochester, N.Y., she was Growing up in Rochester, N.Y., she was 

often beaten by her abusive parents. often beaten by her abusive parents. 

Later, while at college, she would be Later, while at college, she would be 

raped by two football players.raped by two football players.

With her popularity waning, she jump-With her popularity waning, she jump-

started a career in adult entertainment. started a career in adult entertainment. 

She was a “Playboy” cover girl in She was a “Playboy” cover girl in 

November 2000 before starring in the November 2000 before starring in the 

2004 porno “1 Night in China” with 2004 porno “1 Night in China” with 

boyfriend and ex-wrestler Sean “X-Pac” boyfriend and ex-wrestler Sean “X-Pac” 

Waltman, who claimed she suffered Waltman, who claimed she suffered 

from mental illness while battling a drug from mental illness while battling a drug 

addiction.addiction.

“She never could reinvent herself after “She never could reinvent herself after 

her wrestling days ended back in the her wrestling days ended back in the 

early 2000s,” sighed the pal. early 2000s,” sighed the pal. 

“She tried acting and reality TV and “She tried acting and reality TV and 

no one seemed to want to see her no one seemed to want to see her 

as anything but this wrestling as anything but this wrestling 

monster.”monster.”

Chyna’s appearances on Chyna’s appearances on 

“Fear Factor” and “The “Fear Factor” and “The 

Surreal Life” did little to Surreal Life” did little to 

promote her fledgling promote her fledgling 

acting career.acting career.

As fame fled, pals said she As fame fled, pals said she 

receded into a personal exile receded into a personal exile 

of shame and loneliness.of shame and loneliness.

“She never thought she had any “She never thought she had any 

friends. Fortunately, Chyna had made friends. Fortunately, Chyna had made 

up with her mom before her death,” up with her mom before her death,” 

remarked the source, who wished Chyna remarked the source, who wished Chyna 

had found peace with her demons before had found peace with her demons before 

dying. “Hopefully, she left this world dying. “Hopefully, she left this world 

knowing there was at least one person knowing there was at least one person 

out there who loved her.” NEout there who loved her.” NE

 Tragic descent into porn & drug hell 

CHYNA’S WORLD 
ENDED WHEN SHE 
QUIT WRESTLING!
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All the 

latest in 
love & war!

HOLLYWOOD

JESSICA Alba’s recent 

business embarrassments 

have threatened to topple 

her eight-year marriage to 

Cash Warren, fear friends.

The actress, 35, who 

founded The Honest 

Company, which sells  

eco-friendly baby and 

personal-care products, 

is facing criticism and 

lawsuits claiming false 

advertising, which the 

company has denied.

Though a rep for the 

star said the rumors are 

false, an insider dished: 

All the stress “is causing 

serious tension in Jessica’s 

marriage. She takes her 

anger out on Cash!”  

Meanwhile, film producer 

Cash, 37, yearns for a third 

child, but Jess said no. 

“She feels she needs 

to focus on saving her 

crumbling business 

empire,” added the source.

JESSICA’S 
‘HONEST’ 

CASH 
PROBLEM!

He’s not too quick to get 

caught by Cupid! “Flash” 

star Nicholas Gonzalez tied 

the knot with actress Kelsey 

Crane on April 16.

Clint Eastwood’s hunky son 

Scott Eastwood was seen 

making beautiful music with 

actress Nina Dobrev at the 

Coachella music festival!

“SNL” alum Jason Sudeikis 

and “Vinyl” star Olivia Wilde 

just announced they have a 

new baby on the way to join 

their 2-year-old son, Otis.

ON! ON!

WHO’S 
DOING 
WHO?

Chris’ bond 
with a blonde

M
OVIE hunk Chris Pratt and 

Anna Faris’ six-year marriage 

might be hitting the skids after 

the “Jurassic World” star was 

spotted shamelessly flirting with a 

mystery MTV publicist!

Chris, 36, was making eyes with a 

“gorgeous blonde” who was certainly 

not his actress wife at the MTV Movie 

Awards last month.

“Amid all the chaos of the red carpet, 

he kept looking over at her and 

smiling,” dished a spy. “She looked a 

little like Anna, just a bit younger.”

While a rep for the couple denied 

marital strife, nearly five months have 

passed since Chris posted a photo of 

his wife on Instagram — prompting 

concerns their union is on the rocks.

“No one thinks Anna and Chris will 

ever divorce because he’s incredibly 

religious, but there’s no doubt things 

aren’t great for them right now,” 

gabbed an insider.

While Anna, 39, is filming the third 

season of “Mom” in L.A., Chris has 

been holing up in Atlanta, shooting 

the “Guardians of the Galaxy” sequel.

“I hope that we can survive the 

distance,” Anna confessed recently, 

fearful the time apart is creating a 

treacherous rift between them.

Lamented a spy: “They hardly spend 

any time together.” 

 … and it’s not  
 wife Anna! 

ON!

The couple 
has a son, 
3-year-old 

Jack
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Little Flynn’s 
parents split in 
2013; Orlando 
is now dating 

Katy, left

 Sheen’s bilking kids out of child

 support payments, claims ex

 Lisa Marie goes on warpath

 to destroy Scientology leader

 A right royal feast with the

 Queen for Barack & Michelle

ELVIS Presley’s 

daughter is 

reportedly part 

of an attempt 

to bring down 

Scientology! Lisa 

Marie Presley, a 

former member of the church, 

has teamed up with leader David 

Miscavige’s dad, Ron, whose 

book and TV special attack his 

son and the religion. Scientology 

expert Tony Ortega said: 

“Lisa Marie is using her media 

savvy … to release explosive 

revelations about Miscavige.” 

QUEEN Elizabeth 

celebrated her 

90th birthday 

by welcoming 

President Barack 

Obama and wife 

Michelle for a 

spot of lunch at Windsor Castle 

together with husband Prince 

Philip — who is almost 95! The 

First Couple was helicoptered 

in to meet the aging royals, and 

Obama also brought the Queen 

a birthday gift — a photo album 

featuring her meeting heads of 

state over the years. NE

MIRANDA Kerr has 

issued an edict to ex 

Orlando Bloom — 

“Keep Katy away from 

our kid!”

The supermodel, 

33, is livid over recent 

photos that show 

pop diva Katy Perry 

puffing on pot!

“She told Orlando 

that Katy will not be 

allowed to be near 

5-year-old Flynn 

unless she signs an 

agreement stating 

she will not ever have 

drugs, cigarettes or 

alcohol on her person 

when near their son, 

and will not drink 

or smoke within 48 

hours of seeing him,” a 

source revealed!

“She also can’t 

be photographed 

drinking or smoking 

and (must) submit to 

random drug tests!

“If she doesn’t 

agree, Miranda will 

have a legal injunction 

to prevent Katy from 

spending any time 

with Flynn!”

ADAM Levine’s beautiful wife has told 

the rocker: “Just Say No” to his love of 

marijuana. 

Five-months-pregnant Behati Prinsloo 

has put her pretty foot down, demanding 

the Maroon 5 frontman crush those butts 

for the sake of their soon-to-be newborn!

“Adam has been smoking pot since his 

teens, so it’s a long habit for him,” a friend 

dished. “But Behati said it’s time to grow 

up … she needs him sharp, not stoned!

“Adam has agreed he needs to give it up, 

but it does worry him a little bit!”  

Behati sends 
Adam’s pot days 

UP IN SMOKE!

MIRANDA THROWS DRUG RING 

AROUND KATY PERRY!

JENNY McCarthy, 

43, and Donnie 

Wahlberg, 46, 

may not be prime 

candidates for 

parenthood at 

their age, but both 

said they’re eager 

to have a child 

together!

“Jenny knows that 

she might have a 

difficult time even 

conceiving,” 

a close pal 

told The 

National 

ENQUIRER. 

“But she 

and Donnie 

talked it 

over and 

decided to 

give it a shot 

and leave it in the 

hands of fate.”

The lovebirds 

already have three 

sons between 

them, so they’re not 

feeling pressured 

to add to the brood 

— but insiders said 

they would be 

thrilled to make a 

baby together!

“Jenny is such a 

girlie girl,” said 

the source. 

“She’d love 

to have a 

little girl 

around 

the house 

to shop 

for dresses 

and Barbie 

dolls!”  

The 
couple 

wed 
in July 
2014

3 SONS & A BABY GIRL
FOR JENNY & DONNIE!

DEADBEAT dad 

Charlie Sheen  

is trying to cheat 

his own children 

out of financial 

support, accord-

ing to ex-wife 

Brooke Mueller in court papers! 

Sheen, 50, is supposed to pay 

her $55,000 a month in sup-

port for twins Max and Bob, 7. 

But Brooke, 38, said the star — 

who recently sold his share of 

revenue from “Two and a Half 

Men” for almost $27 million — 

has only been paying $10,563 a 

month the last few months!
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 Paramedic  
 rescues crash-  
 victim doc who  

 treated him when   
 he was a baby 

M
ORE than 30 years 
ago, dedicated  ago, dedicated  
Dr. Michael Shannon Dr. Michael Shannon 
worked 24/7 to  worked 24/7 to  
keep a premature keep a premature 

infant alive.infant alive.
In a miraculous twist of fate, In a miraculous twist of fate, 

that baby returned the favor — that baby returned the favor — 
when a grown-up Chris Trokey when a grown-up Chris Trokey 
helped free the pediatrician helped free the pediatrician 
from his burning vehicle!from his burning vehicle!

“It’s amazing to watch them “It’s amazing to watch them 
all grow up, but to have one all grow up, but to have one 
come back into your life, on a come back into your life, on a 
day you really need it, that’s day you really need it, that’s 
incredible,” said a grateful incredible,” said a grateful 
Michael.Michael.

The two first met when  The two first met when  
Chris was born, weighing just  Chris was born, weighing just  
3.2 pounds. He was given a 3.2 pounds. He was given a 
50 percent chance of survival, 50 percent chance of survival, 
and the San Clemente, Calif., and the San Clemente, Calif., 

physician stayed with him physician stayed with him 
around the clock.around the clock.

Fast-forward to March 29, Fast-forward to March 29, 
2011, when a semi-trailer 2011, when a semi-trailer 
truck slammed into Michael’s truck slammed into Michael’s 
SUV on the Pacific Coast SUV on the Pacific Coast 
Highway, pinning him in his Highway, pinning him in his 
vehicle.vehicle.

Chris, now a strapping Chris, now a strapping 
paramedic with the Orange paramedic with the Orange 
County Fire Authority, was County Fire Authority, was 

among the first emergency among the first emergency 
responders to arrive, and responders to arrive, and 
used the Jaws of Life to help used the Jaws of Life to help 
free Michael.free Michael.

But he had no clue whom But he had no clue whom 
he’d helped rescue.he’d helped rescue.

“I didn’t know about it until “I didn’t know about it until 
I went to the hospital, and I went to the hospital, and 
started talking about it,” started talking about it,” 
recalled Chris. recalled Chris. 

“And I was like, ‘Oh, my “And I was like, ‘Oh, my 

REAL LIFE

& I SAVED YOURS!
YOU SAVED MY LIFE

 THE ACCIDENT  
 THAT BROUGHT  
 THEM TOGETHER 

YOU
P di

 DOCTOR 
 MICHAEL SHANNON 

 PARAMEDIC 
 CHRIS TROKEY 

VOICE OF

WRITE TO: 

Letters, National 
Enquirer, P.O. Box 
3267, New York, NY 
10008

Win $50 for the LETTER OF 
THE WEEK and $25 for every 

other letter we publish.

All-natural Taylor
Taylor Swift truly is America’s 

sweetheart. It’s great seeing 

someone who is not following 

the hideous fad of enormous 

butts, fish lips and oversized 

boobs. Thanks, Taylor, for not 

becoming one of the herd. 

–Pat S., Brockton, Mass. 
Stingy Sofia
Sofia Vergara should loosen up her purseSofia Vergara should loosen up her purse
strings (“Sofia to Joe: ‘Don’t Spend Mystrings (“Sofia to Joe: ‘Don’t Spend My
Dough!’” March 28). You can’t take yourDough!’” March 28). You can’t take your
fortune with you! Has she ever seen a fortune with you! Has she ever seen a 
hearse followed by an armored truck?hearse followed by an armored truck?

–Marlyn F., Marion, Ind.–Marlyn F., Marion, Ind.



From show stopping reds and vivid
blues to deep greens and fragile pinks, 

tourmaline is the chameleon of the gem world. This gemstone
comes in such a dazzling range of colors that its name literally means

“mixed gems.”

This stone is of such high quality that famed gemologist George Frederick Kunz
staked his reputation on it. Walking into the offices of one of the biggest jewelers on

5th Avenue with green tourmaline in tow, he convinced the owner to purchase it. It was
this interaction that led to Kunz becoming the company’s resident gem expert for 53 years.

Like Kunz, we know a winner when we see it, so we created the Chameleon Tourmaline 
Necklace. We’ve gathered 340 carats of tourmaline in shades of blue, green, pink, and gold. The
result? A show-stopping torsade. The stones verily leap over each other in flashes of rich color. 

With its stunning array of colors and sheer amount of carat weight, there are many a jeweler out
there that would price this beauty through the roof. But overpaying for luxury is something you’ll
never do with Stauer. We’re offering you the Chameleon Tourmaline Necklace for only $8750. 

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Kunz took a risk on tourmaline and it paid off big.
At Stauer, there’s zero risk to embracing the finer things in life. Experience the gorgeous colors
of the “chameleon gemstone”. If you’re not convinced you got excellence for less simply

send it back within 60 days for a complete refund of the sale price (less S&P). But we’re
betting it’s a keeper. We’d stake our reputation on it.

While there’s no risk in purchasing the Chameleon Necklace, don’t run the risk
of missing out. These necklaces are in limited supply already. Call today

and catch the rare chameleon gemstone before  it’s gone. 
Ask how to get an additional 50% OFF!

You must use the insider offer code when

you call to get our special sale price.you call to get our special sale price.

1-800-333-20451-800-333-2045

340 carats of the “chameleon

gemstone” for only $8750

Chameleon Tourmaline Necklace  $399*

Offer Code PriceOffer Code Price Only $87Only $8750505 + S&P Save $31150505 !!

CALL NOW AND ASK ABOUTGETTING...
...an additional
50% OFF50% OFFsale price!sale price!

340 ctw genuine tourmaline  •  Gold-finished .925 sterling silver bead connectors  •  18" plus 2" extender; lobster clasp340 ctw genuine tourmaline  •  Gold-finished .925 sterling silver bead connectors  •  18" plus 2" extender; lobster clasp

The Gemstone 
Worth Staking Your 

Reputation On

Smar t  Luxurie s—Surpri s ing  Pr ice s™

Rating of A+Rating of A+

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. CTN106-01, 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. CTN106-01, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337  www.stauer.comBurnsville, Minnesota 55337  www.stauer.com

StaueStauerr ¨̈

* Special price only for customers using the offer code* Special price only for customers using the offer code

versus the price on Stauer.com without your offer code.versus the price on Stauer.com without your offer code.

“Very few gems match tourmaline’s
dazzling range of colors.”

— Gemological Institute 
of America

Offer Code: CTN106-01CTN106-01
Please use this code when youPlease use this code when you
order to receive your discount. order to receive your discount. 

TOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLDTOURMALINE VARIETIES ARE AMONG THE RAREST & MOST EXPENSIVE GEMSTONES IN THE WORLD

“High quality paraiba tourmaline will sell for around $12,000 per carat.”“High quality paraiba tourmaline will sell for around $12,000 per carat.”

–– GemstoneAdvisor.com–– GemstoneAdvisor.com–– GemstoneAdvisor.com

gosh, Dr. Shannon?’ That’s gosh, Dr. Shannon?’ That’s 

when I found out.”when I found out.”

The two men bonded The two men bonded 

during Michael’s 45-day during Michael’s 45-day 

hospitalization to recover hospitalization to recover 

from burns and internal from burns and internal 

injuries.injuries.

They reunited recently at They reunited recently at 

a fundraiser for childhood a fundraiser for childhood 

cancer research.cancer research.

It’s easy to understand the It’s easy to understand the 

amazing coincidence, Michael amazing coincidence, Michael 

said. “I do believe that things said. “I do believe that things 

are supposed to happen  are supposed to happen  

when they do. I see examples when they do. I see examples 

of this almost daily in my life of this almost daily in my life 

and practice.”and practice.”

Chris added: “It would Chris added: “It would 

be hard to put into a few be hard to put into a few 

sentences what Dr. Shannon sentences what Dr. Shannon 

means to me.”means to me.”

Today, things have come Today, things have come 

full circle for the two. Chris’ full circle for the two. Chris’ 

son, Porter, is now one of son, Porter, is now one of 

Michael’s patients.Michael’s patients.

“I could not imagine taking “I could not imagine taking 

my son to anyone else,” he my son to anyone else,” he 

said. said. NENE

A meeting of lifesavers: 
Chris, left, and a 

fellow paramedic visit 
recovering Michael

OR EMAIL: 

letters@

nationalenquirer.

com

PattyÕs anguish 
Poor Patty Duke (“Tragic Patty’s 

Brush With Death — Again & 

Again,” Apr. 18)! She gave us so 

many years of acting pleasure as 

she lived a life full of tragedy. She 

overcame her depression, and 

didn’t deserve to die so young. 

–Allison T., Millington, Tenn.
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Enquiring minds 

want to know

BuzzBuzz
  All the

BY TIM BRADLEY

SS
UPERSTAR Brad Pitt has super-UPERSTAR Brad Pitt has super-

sized his antique collection —sized his antique collection —

after dropping $33 MILLION in after dropping $33 MILLION in 

a single shopping spree!a single shopping spree!

The “Fury” hunk, 52, already The “Fury” hunk, 52, already 

owns a ton of Art Deco, modern and owns a ton of Art Deco, modern and 

contemporary goodies, but he just contemporary goodies, but he just 

keeps buying, said a close friend.keeps buying, said a close friend.

“Brad turned up at one art and “Brad turned up at one art and 

furniture show, spent $33 million in an furniture show, spent $33 million in an 

hour, then just got back on his plane hour, then just got back on his plane 

and left,” Bill Ketterer, owner of the and left,” Bill Ketterer, owner of the 

DIGSmodern vintage showroom, told DIGSmodern vintage showroom, told 

All the Buzz. “He kinda knew what he All the Buzz. “He kinda knew what he 

was looking for and he got it.”was looking for and he got it.”

The two men have been pals for The two men have been pals for 

years, and Brad often drops by Bill’s years, and Brad often drops by Bill’s 

business in Pomona, Calif.business in Pomona, Calif.

“When Brad comes to the “When Brad comes to the 

warehouse, I don’t advise him,” Bill warehouse, I don’t advise him,” Bill 

revealed. “He usually has an interior revealed. “He usually has an interior 

designer with him or other people, designer with him or other people, 

and he says to them, ‘Hey, just  and he says to them, ‘Hey, just  

wait in the car.’” wait in the car.’” 

Despite Brad’s wild spending, he Despite Brad’s wild spending, he 

and wife Angelina Jolie, 40, are trying and wife Angelina Jolie, 40, are trying 

to streamline their expenses. to streamline their expenses. 

They’ve put their New Orleans They’ve put their New Orleans 

mansion up for sale, and were mansion up for sale, and were 

recently seen flying economy class recently seen flying economy class 

from Paris to Nice, France, with their from Paris to Nice, France, with their 

six children.six children.

Brad’s

obse$$ion!

Brad s

b $$i
 $33 MILLION 

Despite Brad’s wwiild spending he

Bill Ketterer, circled, owns 
the DIGSmodern vintage 

showroom, below, where Brad 
frequents. Brad even posed 
with Bill’s three daughters, 

far left  
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FACT:

One out of 

every three 

Americans 

65 and older 

falls at least 

once a year.

Name:  

Address:  Address:  

City:  City:   St:   St:   ZIP:   ZIP:  

Phone:  Phone:  

Email:  Email:    NECP050916  NECP050916

Mail to: Medical Alert, 53 West Baltimore Pike, Media, PA 19063

To Request a FREE Color Brochure

Call for More Information: 1--800800--376376--11001100

By submitting your contact information you agree to expressly consent to having us contact you about your inquiry by phone By submitting your contact information you agree to expressly consent to having us contact you about your inquiry by phone 

(including automatic telephone dialing system or prerecorded voice) to the residential or cellular telephone number you have (including automatic telephone dialing system or prerecorded voice) to the residential or cellular telephone number you have 

provided, even if that telephone number is on a corporate, state, or national Do Not Call Registry.provided, even if that telephone number is on a corporate, state, or national Do Not Call Registry.

•  Get Help For Any Emergency 24/7 
(Medical, Police, Fire)

• No Long-Term Contracts

• No Activation Fee

• FREE Equipment

•  Sales and Monitoring Agents 
Based in the USA

Get Peace of Mind and 

Independence with 

Medical Alert Monitoring!

NEVER BE 
ALONE

with Medical Alert

Order NOW 
to Receive a 
2nd Pendant 

FREE!
($35 VALUE!)

1-800-376-1100
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AAA “FOR Sale” sign is on ’80s movie heartthrob “FOR Sale” sign is on ’80s movie heartthrob

JohnJohnJohn Cusack’s Malibu bachelor pad — and he Cusack’s Malibu bachelor pad — and he

stands to cash in when it sells! tands to cash in when it sells!

The “Say Anything” stud, 49, bought the The “Say Anything” stud, 49, bought the 

4,660-square-foot, three-bedroom property ,660-square-foot, three-bedroom property

for $2.1 million in 1999, and is asking a orfor $2.1 million in 1999, and is asking a $2.1 million in 1999, and is asking a

whoppingwhoppingwhopping $13.5 million for it! $13.5 million for it!

“This stunning beachfront retreat is literally “This stunning beachfront retreat is literally 

just steps away from just steps away from 

the ocean,” Redfin the ocean,” Redfin 

real estate agent real estate agent 

Alec Traub said of the Alec Traub said of the 

Spanish-style house. Spanish-style house. 

“The living room has high vaulted ceilings, “The living room has high vaulted ceilings, 

with floor-to-ceiling windows offering with floor-to-ceiling windows offering 

beautiful views of the coastline.” beautiful views of the coastline.” 

 BEACHFRONT BEAUTY! 

The home also offers 
a fireplace and an 

open plan

John’s Malibu manse 
sits right on the 

beach!

Sky-high windows boast 
jaw-dropping views  

of the California coastline

The single-family 
home was built 

in 1974

Cusack’s crib is a
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Classic Enquirer
THE year was 1990, and The National

ENQUIRER was delving into the secret
ENQUIRER was delving into the secret

gay love life of megastar John Travolta. A 
gay love life of megastar John Travolta. A 

male model told all about how he’d shared 
male model told all about how he’d shared 

the “Grease” actor with his girlfriends —
the “Grease” actor with his girlfriends —

including Debra Winger and co-star Olivia
including Debra Winger and co-star Olivia

Newton-John! We also had the amazing 
Newton-John! We also had the amazing 

photos that proved Billy Joel was two-
photos that proved Billy Joel was two-

timing his glam wife, Christie Brinkley!
timing his glam wife, Christie Brinkley!

BuzzBuzz
  All the

JENNIFER Aniston and Justin 

Theroux are wearing earplugs 

at home to block out noisy 

construction work going on 

next door to their Bel Air 

estate! 

The project won’t be done 

for another 14 months, but 

insiders told All the Buzz Jen, 

47, and Justin can’t complain 

because the neighbors 

put up with their extensive 

renovations four years ago! 

A longtime pal said: “It really 

has gotten bad, but there’s 

nothing they can do about it. 

They’ve even started wearing 

noise-reducing headphones, 

and talking to each other via 

their cells. It’s not just the 

sound of the power tools and 

diggers, but all kinds of added 

racket, from radios constantly 

blasting to cars roaring up at 

the crack of dawn.” 

According to the source,  

actor, director and screen-

writer Justin, 44, needs 

silence to focus on his writing 

and there’s almost no spot  

in the house that the noise 

isn’t polluting!

“He’s even threatened 

to temporarily cover their 

bedroom wall with egg cartons 

because the noise starts before 

they’re ready to get up in the 

morning!” the spy dished. 

CAMERON Diaz’s husband, Benji Madden, is itching 

mad after her German shepherd gave him fleas!

The Good Charlotte musician, 37, is ticked off 

about the outbreak because Cam, 43, has been 

grooming her beloved pooch herself in-

stead of hiring a professional.

“Benji loves Cam’s dogs, but he got hit 

with flea bites,” snitched a spy.

“He’s convinced her German shepherd 

brought them back after a dog walk. 

“In many ways, their dogs are like their 

kids. So they’re doing the right things, 

replacing all their doggies’ beds and 

toys and giving the house a top-to- 

bottom cleaning.

“They’re also in the process of looking 

for a new dog groomer!”

   BENJI’S MADD 

          OVER A MUTT!

  BITE ME!

Jen and Justin’s 

 NOISY NEIGHBORS HELL! 



Shown smaller than actual 
size of appr. 11" tall. 

ies (not included).

Always in

Bloom ¨

Elvis Presley™™ captivated millions  captivated millions 
with his legendary voice and with his legendary voice and 
electrifying live performances—electrifying live performances—electrifying live performances—
but he also knew how to touch the heart 
and soul when it came to the ways of love. 
The Elvis™ “Love Me Tender” Always in 
Bloom® Illuminated Crystal Centerpiece 
showcases a bouquet of hand-made red 
roses, babies’ breath and greenery—
timeless as The King of Rock and Roll™

himself. Each blossom is crafted using 
a silky-soft material for realism, and the 
rich crimson crystal vase is adorned with 
one of Nate Giorgio’s classic Elvis portraits. 

Concealed within the bouquet and vase, 
LED lights add radiance to the flowers and 
crystal.

Exceptional value; satisfaction 
guaranteed.guaranteed.

Act now to obtain this true love treasure 
at the $99.99* issue price, payable in 3 
installments of $33.33 each, the first due 
before shipment. Our 365-day money-back 
guarantee assures your satisfaction.
 High demand is anticipated. Send 
no money now. Return the Reservation 
Application today!

No One Says “I Love You” Like The King of Rock and Roll™!

©2016 BGE   01-23972-001-EI

www.bradfordexchange.com/23972www.bradfordexchange.com/23972www.bradfordexchange.com/23972www.bradfordexchange.com/23972www.bradfordexchange.com/23972

ELVIS™ and ELVIS PRESLEY™ 
are trademarks of ABG EPE IP LLC

Rights of Publicity and Persona Rights: 
Elvis Presley Enterprises, LL

© 2016 ABG EPE IP LLC 
elvis.com

I l luminated Crystal 

Centerpiece

The Elvis™ “Love Me Tender” 

YES.  Please reserve the Elvis™™ “Love Me Tender” Always in  “Love Me Tender” Always in 
BloomBloom®® Illuminated Crystal Centerpiece for me as described in  Illuminated Crystal Centerpiece for me as described in 
this announcement.  this announcement.  
Limit: one per order.                           Limit: one per order.                           Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $14.99 shipping and service. Please allow 4-8 weeks 
after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product 
availability and order acceptance. availability and order acceptance. 

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

CityCity

State                          ZipState                          Zip

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL  60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION                      SEND NO MONEY NOW

01-23972-001-E96601
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FROCK HORROR TOXIC FROCKFROCK & AWE FROCK SOLID

COMPILED BY 

SUSAN BAKER This week’s fashion hits and misses!

STUNNING! kidding!
… But you’ve gotta be

 PADMA LAKSHMI 

Bet she doesn’t wear this in 

the kitchen! The “Top Chef” 

host is the perfect foil in a

glitzy floor-sweeper.

 CARRIE ANN INABA 

The “Dancing With the Stars” 

judge rates a perfect “10” in a 

St. John midnight blue sequined 

figure-hugger. She’s so sleek!

 EMILY VANCAMP 

Emily’sEmily’s all elegance in a Carolina all elegance in a Carolina

HerreraHerrera number with embroi-number with embroi-

dereddered tiers at the “Captain tiers at the “Captain

America:America: Civil War” premiere.Civil War” premiere.

 LYNDA CARTER 

Still Wonder-ful! TV’s 

“Wonder Woman” displays 

her superhero fashion chops 

in a lace duster over slacks. 

 ROSE BYRNE 

No baby blues for Rose! The “Bridesmaids”

beauty gave birth to son Rocco on Feb. 1,

and she’s amazing in Derek Lam’s beaded

crochet dress at “The Meddler” premiere.

 NICOLE KIDMAN 

When did Nic get so skinny?
She’s a waif in cheap clothing.She’s a waif in cheap clothing.
This is nothing “To Die For.”This is nothing “To Die For.”

 JESSICA BIEL 

For sheet’s sake! Jessica cut up
extra bed linen — to make like extra bed linen — to make like 
Casper the Friendly Ghost.Casper the Friendly Ghost.

FROCK 

& AWE
OF THE WEEK

LID OX

e



WAYS FOR YOU TO 

STAY POSITIVE

IMPROVING HER MOOD



      

 DVD  DVD  MOVIE 
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+PUZZLES HOROSCOPES TV MOVIES  MUSIC

PLUS+

PLUS THIS WEEK’S TV HIGHLIGHTS AND FAVORITE

 MUSIC 

 BOOK +

WEDNESDAY 5/4 FRIDAY 5/6 SUNDAY 5/8 TUESDAY 5/10THURSDAY 5/5 SATURDAY 5/7 MONDAY 5/9

E
AY 5/10

THE BOLD  

AND THE 

BEAUTIFUL

CBS 1:30PM ET

Suspicion arises 

surrounding the 

cause of a tragedy.

PROJECT 
RUNWAY ALL 
STARS

LIFE 9PM ET

A new winner is 

named as the 5th 

season comes 

to a close.

THE REAL MVP

LIFE 8PM ET

This biopic follows 

the struggles of 

Wanda Pratt as she 

raises her future 

NBA superstar son 

Kevin Durant.

LIVIN’ LOZADA

OWN 10PM ET

Former “Basketball 

Wives” star Evelyn 

Lozada returns 

with her model 

daughter, Shaniece.

THE VOICE

NBC 8PM ET

Nine contestants 

perform live on 

the night before 

eliminations.

PERSON OF 
INTEREST

CBS 10PM ET

The computer-

assisted crime 

fighters return  

to their regular time 

slot for their 5th 

and final season.

SISTER WIVES

TLC 8PM ET

The saga of Kody 

Brown and his four 

spouses continues 

with an online dating 

scandal.

DEAR MAMA

VH1 9PM ET

Celebrities including 

Queen Latifah and 

siblings Jaden 

and Willow Smith 

salute their moms 

on Mother’s Day. 

DAYS OF  

OUR LIVES

NBC 1PM ET

Dario and Summer 

pretend to be 

involved to cover 

up Summer’s con.

BEYOND  

THE TANK 

ABC 8PM ET

“Shark Tank” 

investments are 

followed up as the 

show moves to a 

new time slot.

GENERAL 

HOSPITAL

ABC 2PM ET

Anna finally reaches 

her breaking point 

with all the drama. 

Jason makes crucial 

demands of Liz.

CRIMINAL 

MINDS

CBS 9PM ET

A beloved member of 

the team is arrested 

in this shocking 

11th-season finale!

THE REAL 

HOUSEWIVES OF 

BEVERLY HILLS

BRAVO 8PM ET

Secrets are 

promised to 

be revealed 

in this special 

presentation. 

CHRISLEY 

KNOWS BEST

USA 10PM ET

The self-made 

millionaire returns 

for a 4th season.

DETOUR

Pop icon Cyndi 

Lauper takes on 

country music 

with legendary 

guests such as 

Willie Nelson, 

Vince Gill, 

Emmylou Harris 

and Jewel.

TROUBLEMAKER

Award-winning 

writer Linda 

Howard offers 

up a fast-paced 

tale of romantic 

suspense starring 

a paramilitary 

operative who is 

ambushed and 

almost killed!

THE GOOD  

WIFE

CBS finally 

wraps up the 

long journey  

of attorney  

Alicia Florrick  

(Julianna  

Margulies) — who’s 

gone from being the 

wife of a disgraced 

State’s Attorney to  

ending up as a disgraced 

State’s Attorney herself. 

The hit series ends its 

seven-season run at  

9 p.m. ET on May 8. 

 DVD 

DOLLY 

PARTON’S 

COAT OF 

MANY COLORS

Country music legend 

Dolly Parton produced 

an unexpected smash 

with last year’s TV film 

about her childhood in 

Tennessee, and the hit 

movie’s now available 

on DVD!

CAPTAIN AMERICA: 

CIVIL WAR

A rift between  

superheroes  

Captain America  

and Iron Man over  

government supervision 

turns into a superhero  

war — with this highly  

anticipated comic book  

movie cramming in plenty  

of colorful characters!

A

s

C t i A

TOP 5 
THINGS
NOT TO

MISS THIS
WEEK!

 TV 

S TV OVI

 MOVIE 

Julianna Margulies and Chris 
Noth; (from top left) Christine 

Baranski, Matt Czuchry and 
Alan Cumming



©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397                                                                                 03-02558-001-EI      ©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397                                                                                 03-02558-001-EI      

Become a fan Become a fan 

on Facebookon Facebook

www.facebook.com/AshtonDrakewww.facebook.com/AshtonDrake www.ashtondrake.com/2558

✁✁

                                                                                                           (            )                                                       
Name (please print clearly) Name (please print clearly)                      Telephone                     Telephone

Address Address                                              Apt. No.                                             Apt. No.

City                                                                                            State                             ZipCity                                                                                            State                             Zip

E-Mail AddressE-Mail Address

*Plus a total of $16.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 10 to 12 weeks for shipment after *Plus a total of $16.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 10 to 12 weeks for shipment after 
initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.  initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.  

PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY 

❒YES! Please reserve the Love Blooms for Lily So Truly Please reserve the Love Blooms for Lily So Truly Please reserve the Love Blooms for Lily So Truly Please reserve the Love Blooms for Lily So Truly Please reserve the Love Blooms for Lily So Truly 

RealReal®® Collector’s Edition baby doll for me as described in this  Collector’s Edition baby doll for me as described in this  Collector’s Edition baby doll for me as described in this 

announcement.announcement.

03-02558-001-D9660103-02558-001-D96601

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-13979200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

Extraordinary artistry captures her sweet innocence
The very first moment you saw Lily, you thought your heart would burst! She’s The very first moment you saw Lily, you thought your heart would burst! She’s 

absolutely perfect, from head to toe, and her bright eyes light up your world each and absolutely perfect, from head to toe, and her bright eyes light up your world each and 

every day. Truly your love is blooming for your little darling! every day. Truly your love is blooming for your little darling! every day. Truly your love is blooming for your little darling! 

    Introducing Love Blooms for Lily, an exclusive Collector’s Edition from award-    Introducing Love Blooms for Lily, an exclusive Collector’s Edition from award-    Introducing Love Blooms for Lily, an exclusive Collector’s Edition from award-

winning artist Sherry Rawn, celebrating the special bond that blossoms between parent winning artist Sherry Rawn, celebrating the special bond that blossoms between parent winning artist Sherry Rawn, celebrating the special bond that blossoms between parent winning artist Sherry Rawn, celebrating the special bond that blossoms between parent 

and child. She’s So Truly Realand child. She’s So Truly Real® from her RealTouch®® vinyl skin to her baby-soft hair  vinyl skin to her baby-soft hair 

and chubby little arms. A lifelike 17 inches and perfectly weighted, she feels so right in and chubby little arms. A lifelike 17 inches and perfectly weighted, she feels so right in 

your arms. You’ll love her flower-shaped bunting, with lightly wired poseable petals that your arms. You’ll love her flower-shaped bunting, with lightly wired poseable petals that your arms. You’ll love her flower-shaped bunting, with lightly wired poseable petals that 

you can gently bend so she feels cuddly and warm, while creating an enchanting display you can gently bend so she feels cuddly and warm, while creating an enchanting display 

friends and family will adore. friends and family will adore. 

A remarkable value—for a limited time!
Sherry Rawn’s original dolls sell for thousands, but Love Blooms for Lily can be Sherry Rawn’s original dolls sell for thousands, but Love Blooms for Lily can be Sherry Rawn’s original dolls sell for thousands, but Love Blooms for Lily can be 

yours for just $149.99*, payable in five installments of $29.99, backed by our 365-day yours for just $149.99*, payable in five installments of $29.99, backed by our 365-day 

guarantee. Order today!guarantee. Order today!

An ExclusiveAn Exclusive

Baby DollBaby Doll

Featuring a unique 
fl ower-shaped bunting fl ower-shaped bunting 
with poseable “petals”with poseable “petals”

Love Blooms 
for Lily

Approx. size is 17" and poseable. 

This doll is not a toy, but a This doll is not a toy, but a 

fine collectible.fine collectible.
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Cryptograms are coded messages. To solve the Cryptogram, each coded letter  
must be replaced by the answer letter in the box overhead. When you solve the  must be replaced by the answer letter in the box overhead. When you solve the  
code for a letter, write the answer letter in the box everywhere the coded letter  code for a letter, write the answer letter in the box everywhere the coded letter  

appears. Look for common words and letter patterns to break the code. Words like appears. Look for common words and letter patterns to break the code. Words like 
AND, I, THE and A are found frequently. Common word endings are ING, S and E.AND, I, THE and A are found frequently. Common word endings are ING, S and E.

FAMOUS QUOTES FROM YOUR FAVORITE PEOPLEFAMOUS QUOTES FROM YOUR FAVORITE PEOPLE

QUOTE FROM FRED ALLEN

CRYPTOGRAM QUOTES

WORD SEARCH
 ENGLISH CLASS 

ADJECTIVE

ADVERBADVERB

ANTONYMANTONYM

CASECASE

CLAUSECLAUSE

COLONCOLON

DIAGRAMDIAGRAM

 ANSWERS TO ALL 3 OF THESE PUZZLES CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 56

ENQUIRER

PUZZLES+ ENQUIRER PLUS+
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

GERUND

HOMONYMHOMONYM

HYPHENHYPHEN

NOUNNOUN

OBJECTOBJECT

PARAGRAPHPARAGRAPH

PERIODPERIOD

PLURALPLURAL

PREFIXPREFIX

SENTENCESENTENCE

SYLLABLESYLLABLE

TENSETENSE

VERBVERB

VOWELVOWEL

How good is your power of observation? See if you can find the  How good is your power of observation? See if you can find the  

10 differences between these two photos of Benedict Cumberbatch 

and Chiwetel Ejiofor filming “Doctor Strange” … and mark them on the and Chiwetel Ejiofor filming “Doctor Strange” … and mark them on the 

photo at right. You’ll need a keen eye and sharp attention to detail.photo at right. You’ll need a keen eye and sharp attention to detail.

CLUE: W=A L=T
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ASKASK THE VETTHEASK THE VETVETASK THE VET
WITH DR. JEFF LACROIX

NATIONAL50 MAY 9, 2016

ARIES MARCH 21-APRIL 20 Place your 
focus on the big picture. The small 
details will only trip you up! You can 
gain ground by sharing important 
ideas with others — brainstorming is 
the way to go! Lucky Numbers: 1, 2, 10

TAURUS APRIL 21-MAY 21 Home projects 
keep you busy but be careful of going 
above budget. A few well-intended 
redecorating ideas can easily turn  
into a total remodel as your 
enthusiasm gets out of control!  
Lucky Numbers: 5, 13, 22

GEMINI MAY 22-JUNE 21 Your day-to-
day routine is growing boring. Gemini 
knows variety is the spice of life. It’s 
time to create and include more “fun.” 
Hobbies, travel, romance and simple 
pleasures are ways to make life rich. 
Lucky Numbers: 19, 20, 33

 CANCER JUNE 22-JULY 22 Pour all of 
your energy into your relationships 
this week. It’s important that you 
reconnect with people from your past 
as well as cultivate new unions. It’s 
who you know that helps you get 
ahead, too. Lucky Numbers: 2, 5, 7

 LEO JULY 23-AUG. 23 Financial worries 
keep you up at night but don’t have to 
ruin your week. You’ll soon come up 
with a money-making idea. It’s finding 
the time to create that venue that’s the 
trouble. Lucky Numbers: 4, 8, 35

 VIRGO AUG. 24-SEPT. 22 Family and 
friends expect a lot of you. Time is a 
commodity that you’re sorely lacking. 
This week is a great time to set up 
boundaries in all of your relationships, 
including expectations on the work 
front. Lucky Numbers: 12, 24, 44

LIBRA SEPT. 23-OCT. 22 Clarify 
everything as misunderstandings 
abound this week! It’s easy for others 
to only hear what they want to hear. 
Better to get everything straight now 
than to have to backtrack and explain 
your position. Lucky Numbers: 11, 27, 34 

 SCORPIO OCT. 23-NOV. 21 Your career 
goals are about to change. You’ll be 
very excited about a new opportunity 
that appears out of the blue. It may 
even catch you off guard. This option 
really has you thinking of an exciting 
new path. Lucky Numbers: 1, 6, 10

 SAGITTARIUS NOV. 22-DEC. 21 Focus on 
your healthy living goals. Work out 
with a friend. Choose smarter food 
options. Get adequate sleep. If you 
can tweak your routine, you will ben-
efit greatly. Lucky Numbers: 6, 24, 42

 CAPRICORN DEC. 22-JAN. 20 Good 
news arrives in the nick of time. You 
get the answers you’ve been waiting 
for and can move forward with goals 
you set a while back. Even if your 
success seems a long time in coming, 
it’s here! Lucky Numbers: 1, 11, 50

 AQUARIUS JAN. 21-FEB. 18 There’s no 
messing around this week. You have  
to complete your work, stick to a 
schedule AND still make time for 
romance. Think you have a lot on your 
plate? You’re right! But you can 
handle it. Lucky Numbers: 6, 33, 42

PISCES FEB. 19-MARCH 20 If you’ve been 
dreaming of a much-needed vacation, 
check and compare travel options this 
week. You’ll find fantastic bargains to 
places you once deemed out of your 
reach. Pack your bags. You’ll soon be 
outta here! Lucky Numbers: 3, 9, 12

STARS’ BIRTHDAYS
Henry Cavill May 5

Adele May 5

George Clooney May 6

Don Rickles May 8

Rosario Dawson May 9

WHERE TO FIND MARIA  Follow our astrologer, French Quarter Medium Maria Shaw, 
on Facebook. Visit mariashaw.com to sign up for her free newsletter, order your 
Lucky Money/Law of Abundance pouch, get your personal reading and more. 

3790552833

CAN KIDS CATCH WORMS? 
Is it true children can catch 

roundworms from dogs, and 

that it can cause blindness? 

Yes, and the disease, Visceral 

Larva Migrans, involves more 

Owning a pet can be a rewarding 

but often puzzling experience. 

ENQUIRER columnist, top 

veterinarian Dr. Jeff LaCroix, 

answers the toughest questions 

about your four-legged friends.

than “catching” roundworms. 

Most parasites are adapted 

to a single host where they 

complete their life cycle. If and 

when they find their way into 

the wrong host — in this case, 

a child — they become lost and 

die. A severe inflammatory 

reaction then occurs around 

the dead parasite, and this 

often occurs in the eye. 

The eggs in fresh feces are 

harmless, but after aging in 

contaminated soil, they can 

infect kids if they put their  

dirty fingers in their mouths. 

Leash laws, restrictions of 

dogs on playgrounds, and the 

widespread use of heartworm 

prevention meds in pets cut 

the incidence of this disease. 

Still, parents should be aware 

of conditions where this can 

happen and take precautions. 

BY MARIA SHAW

Send your pet questions to  
Ask The Vet, National Enquirer, P.O. 
Box 3267, New York, NY 10008 or 

email letters@nationalenquirer.com.
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Blue squares 

contain vowels, contain vowels, 

sometimes sometimes 

including Y. Other including Y. Other 

letters are in the letters are in the 

white squares. white squares. 

Pink squares can Pink squares can 

represent any represent any 

letter. Unscramble letter. Unscramble 

the letters in the the letters in the 

pink squares to pink squares to 

spell the name of a spell the name of a 

popular actress.popular actress.

l We’ll give $25 

for 10 correct for 10 correct 

solutions selected solutions selected 

at random. NO at random. NO 

PURCHASE PURCHASE 

NECESSARY. To NECESSARY. To 

enter, contestants enter, contestants 

must write the must write the 

“famous name” “famous name” 

answer on a answer on a 

postcard and postcard and 

send to: Puzzle send to: Puzzle 

19, National 19, National 

Enquirer, P.O. Enquirer, P.O. 

Box 3267, New Box 3267, New 

York, NY York, NY 10008. 10008. 

Entries must Entries must 

be postmarked be postmarked 

before May 9. before May 9. 

The solution to The solution to 

Puzzle 19 will Puzzle 19 will 

appear in the appear in the 

May 23 issue. May 23 issue. 

HOW IT WORKS 
& HOW TO WIN $
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Puzzle, PO Box 2311Puzzle, PO Box 2311
Sandusky, OH 44871Sandusky, OH 44871

FAMOUS 
NAMENAME

NEW! ColorCross Crosswords - Each book contains  
50 Great Color Puzzles.  50 Great Color Puzzles.  
Only $4.00 each! Only $4.00 each!   #43      #42       #41      #40      #39      #38      #37      #36               

(NEW!)   (NEW!) (NEW!)   (NEW!) 

Great Big Crosswords Brand new TWO BOOK set with over 
80 crosswords in each book! Get both books for only $5.00!80 crosswords in each book! Get both books for only $5.00!

1 Big dogs
8 Says I’m sorry8 Says I’m sorry

16 Automaton16 Automaton
18 Stemmed from18 Stemmed from
19 Hypothesize19 Hypothesize
21 Kooky21 Kooky
24 Picket sign24 Picket sign
26 Carry along26 Carry along
27 Greek letter27 Greek letter
28 —-de-France28 —-de-France
30 Type of test30 Type of test
31 Battery fluids31 Battery fluids
33 Ways up33 Ways up
35 Kitchen range35 Kitchen range
37 Foot digits37 Foot digits
38 Altar girl38 Altar girl
39 Vietnam city39 Vietnam city
41 Musician Getz41 Musician Getz
42 Tax org.42 Tax org.
43 Nothing43 Nothing
44 Grant by treaty44 Grant by treaty
45 Hall of Famer 45 Hall of Famer 

YoungYoung
47 Compass pt.47 Compass pt.
48 Give the go 48 Give the go 

aheadahead
49 Herbal drinks49 Herbal drinks
50 Golfing goals50 Golfing goals
51 Shoe fillers51 Shoe fillers
53 Actor Harris53 Actor Harris
54 Evenhanded54 Evenhanded
55 Swear55 Swear
56 One who owes56 One who owes
58 Classify58 Classify
59 Sudden wind59 Sudden wind
60 Matador’s cry60 Matador’s cry
61 Precipitation61 Precipitation
64 Slugger Aaron64 Slugger Aaron
65 Takes a risk65 Takes a risk
67 NYC borough67 NYC borough
68 Columbus’ ship68 Columbus’ ship
69 Sheltered69 Sheltered
70 Frosted70 Frosted
71 Lager or porter71 Lager or porter
72 Chore72 Chore
73 Australian city73 Australian city
75 Ice cream 75 Ice cream 

holderholder
76 Green gem76 Green gem
78 Postal abbr.78 Postal abbr.

77 Not smoothly77 Not smoothly
78 Flattery78 Flattery
79 Scarlett’s home79 Scarlett’s home
81 Votes in again81 Votes in again
82 Sharpen82 Sharpen
83 Screen83 Screen
85 Connected85 Connected
87 — Mawr, PA87 — Mawr, PA
88 Music style88 Music style
89 Purify, as water89 Purify, as water
91 Meat shop91 Meat shop
93 Chopping tool93 Chopping tool
94 Not this94 Not this
95 Perches95 Perches
96 Lie in wait96 Lie in wait
98 Brazilian dance98 Brazilian dance

100 Moses’ Mount100 Moses’ Mount
102 Tallow102 Tallow
105 Type of jockey105 Type of jockey
107 Scratch 107 Scratch 
109 Big Apple109 Big Apple
110 Grand — Opry110 Grand — Opry
112 Spanish yes112 Spanish yes
114 Elevator button114 Elevator button

80 Male heirs80 Male heirs
81 Plant anchor81 Plant anchor
82 Courageous 82 Courageous 

oneone
83 Mate for Pa83 Mate for Pa
84 Sculler’s tool84 Sculler’s tool
86 You and I86 You and I
87 Actor Lahr87 Actor Lahr
88 Army post88 Army post
89 Sixties singer 89 Sixties singer 

ShannonShannon
90 Mr. Flintstone90 Mr. Flintstone
92 Harder to find92 Harder to find
94 Attic item94 Attic item

10 Choice word10 Choice word
11 Chop off11 Chop off
12 Norway city12 Norway city
13 Something to shift13 Something to shift
14 Fanatics14 Fanatics
15 Dismayed15 Dismayed
17 CA city17 CA city

20 Pea holders20 Pea holders
22 Tear apart22 Tear apart
23 Harp cousins23 Harp cousins
25 Tabbies25 Tabbies
27 Advertising 27 Advertising 

awardaward
29 Sea bird29 Sea bird
32 Bottle stopper32 Bottle stopper
33 Blunders33 Blunders
34 Thus34 Thus
36 Flower holder36 Flower holder
38 Exhausted38 Exhausted
40 Refrigerator40 Refrigerator
43 Gusto43 Gusto
44 Play members44 Play members
46 So far46 So far
49 Gobblers49 Gobblers

113 Oklahoma city113 Oklahoma city
115 Foot doctor115 Foot doctor
116 In particular116 In particular

1 Pregnancy period1 Pregnancy period
2 Vacates2 Vacates
3 Jogs3 Jogs
4 Medicine 4 Medicine 

quantityquantity
5 Actor Vigoda5 Actor Vigoda
6 Negative response6 Negative response
7 Engraved7 Engraved
9 Cargoes9 Cargoes

50 “— n’ Boots”50 “— n’ Boots”
51 Fronded plant51 Fronded plant
52 Twister52 Twister
54 Composer 54 Composer 

QuincyQuincy
55 Signaled55 Signaled
56 Portal56 Portal
57 Lift up57 Lift up
58 “My Gal —”58 “My Gal —”
59 Author Zane59 Author Zane
60 Shade giver60 Shade giver
62 Pen contents62 Pen contents
63 Symbol for 63 Symbol for 

sodiumsodium
64 Short laugh64 Short laugh
65 Evening meal65 Evening meal
66 High cards66 High cards
67 Twisted67 Twisted
71 Overshoe71 Overshoe
72 Pastry72 Pastry
74 Wall Street 74 Wall Street 

wordword
75 Eat away75 Eat away
76 Quick tug76 Quick tug

96 Database96 Database
97 Stories97 Stories
99 Musical 99 Musical 

instrumentinstrument
100 Fish dish100 Fish dish
101 Word of woe101 Word of woe
103 Actor Beatty103 Actor Beatty
104 Thumbs up104 Thumbs up
105 Soil105 Soil
106 Most favorable106 Most favorable
108 Pennies108 Pennies
110 Sound from110 Sound from

 the sty the sty
111 Animal111 Animal

ACROSS

   GBX

DOWN

SOLUTION TO COLORCROSS #17, SEE PAGE 56

COLORCROSS#19

19-KK-16© C. R. ELUM 2016© C. R. ELUM 2016



18K Gold and Silver-Plated Heirloom Music Box

Granddaughter, I Love You

 Plays the melody  
“You Are So Beautiful”

♥ Elegant silver finish with inlaid 18K gold plating

♥  Heartwarming sentiment—personalized FREE—expresses your enduring love

♥ Lavished with 20 sparkling faux jewels

©2016 BGE   01-23179-001-EDUP

Limited availability … order now!
Act now to acquire your exclusive My Granddaughter, I Love You music box for just $59.99*, 
payable in three installments of $19.99, backed by our 365-day money-back guarantee. Send no 
money now. Just mail the coupon today and indicate the name for personalization on the front.

www.bradfordexchange.com/23179

Free
Personalization!

Shown actual size of  

about  3¾ ” long

Includes a lovely poem card

YES. Please accept my order for the My Granddaughter, I Love You Music 
Box(es). I need send no money now. I will be billed with shipment. More than Box(es). I need send no money now. I will be billed with shipment. More than 
one granddaughter? Please print the name for each box ordered.one granddaughter? Please print the name for each box ordered.

Mrs. Mr. Ms.

AddressAddress

City                                     State           ZipCity                                     State           Zip

Email (optional)Email (optional)

01-23179-001-E9669101-23179-001-E96691

P.O.  Box 806,  Morton Grove,  IL  60053-0806

Name Name (Limit of 10 letters per name.)
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PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY                                      SEND NO MONEY NOW

*Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service per box. Please allow 4-8 weeks for shipment. *Plus a total of $9.99 shipping and service per box. Please allow 4-8 weeks for shipment. 
A limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Subject to product availability A limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Subject to product availability A limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Subject to product availability 
and order acceptance.and order acceptance.

 Name (Please Print Clearly) Name (Please Print Clearly)

An exquisite silver expression of your love
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PUZZLES+ ENQUIRER PLUS+

THE PUZZLE THAT’SGRIPPING THE NATION

THHE PUUZ E TTHHAT’S

SUDOKU
GRID 1: BEGINNER

GRID 2: ADVANCED

Which  
well-known  well-known  

saying or  saying or  
expression  expression  

can be found can be found 
alongside?alongside?

© Godfrey Just 2016© Godfrey Just 2016

HOW TO PLAY
You must fill in every empty square in the 

Sudoku grid. There’s no right way of going about 
this, but there is only ever one solution. The big grid 

is split into nine mini-grids. There are nine rows 
running left to right and nine columns running 
down. In every row, you must have each of the 

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. These can be in 
any order. The same applies to columns and 
mini-grids: place every number 1 through 9 

in each column and in each mini-grid.

FOR THIS WEEK’S CROSSWORD, SEE PAGE 28 SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 56

Find a word that can follow the word on the 

left and precede the word on the right. left and precede the word on the right. 

When you’ve filled in all the answers, the When you’ve filled in all the answers, the 

name of a celebrity can be read from top name of a celebrity can be read from top 

to bottom in one of the lines.to bottom in one of the lines.

CELEBRITY

WORD MATCH

JUST SO

MOVIE

LINKS

DOG

HUMANHUMAN

STRIKESTRIKE

BABYBABY

OLDOLD

SEASEA

HOUSEHOUSE

WINDWIND

FOOTFOOT

WOODWOOD

SPACESPACE

SISTERSISTER

COUGHCOUGH

BUGBUG

CHARMCHARM

CAPCAP

PROOFPROOF

BLOCKBLOCK

WARRANTWARRANT

PILLPILL

ROOMROOM

STEAKSTEAK

DECKDECK

HAMMERHAMMER

Name the  
films these  films these  

stars appeared  stars appeared  
in together  in together  

to link  to link  
HELEN MIRREN  

to MAGGIE 

GYLLENHAAL..
■ ■ ■   ■ ■ 

■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ 

Can you  

identify  identify  

the two the two 

celebrities celebrities 

we’ve we’ve 

merged  merged  

together?together?

PERSONALITIES
SPLIT

■ ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  
■ ■   ■ 

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  
■ ■ ■ ■



Greg Kinnear, SU2C Ambassador

MORE THAN EVER, 

COLORECTAL CANCER 

IS A PERSONAL MATTER.

Stand Up To Cancer is a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation, 

a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.

*According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 

colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death

in the United States when men and women are combined.

Today, colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second 

leading cause of cancer death in the United States,* 

but that may be changing. Research shows that 

knowing the genetic and molecular makeup of your 

colorectal tumor may lead to safer, more 

effective treatment, just for you.  

Make it personal. It’s your tumor.

Talk to your doctor about testing your tumor.

Speak up. Ask questions.

Go to SU2C.org/colorectalcancer to learn more.

YOU ARE 
YOUR MOST
POWERFUL 
ADVOCATE.
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CO; Mary Fulcher, Vallejo, CA; Phoebe House, Marion, OH; Mary CO; Mary Fulcher, Vallejo, CA; Phoebe House, Marion, OH; Mary 

Badolato, Monroe, CT; Jeanne Skains, Waseca, MN; Casey Chermak, Badolato, Monroe, CT; Jeanne Skains, Waseca, MN; Casey Chermak, 
Alexandria, MN; Cathy Burris, Belmont, OH; Aella Diamantopoulos, Alexandria, MN; Cathy Burris, Belmont, OH; Aella Diamantopoulos, 

Philadelphia, PA; Marilyn Krebs, Saint Peters, MOPhiladelphia, PA; Marilyn Krebs, Saint Peters, MO
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PAGE 54 PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
CELEBRITY WORD MATCH

JUST SO MOVIE LINKS

Crack of the whip

SUDOKU

GRID 2: ADVANCEDGRID 1: BEGINNER

RICKY  
GERVAIS

TOM 
HIDDLESTON

1.  Cameraman in background (far left) 

has emblem missing from his cap

2.  Tire at left edge of photo is bigger

3.  Yellow pallet at left is missing a slot   

4.  Shirt logo on third cameraman in  

back changed to red

5.  Chiwetel Ejiofor’s hairline is lower

6.  Chiwetel’s right shirt sleeve is blue

7.  Chiwetel’s left boot is longer  

8.  More leaves on ground (bottom  

right corner)

9.  Rear wheel (far right) is now visible 

10.  Two blue items (top right corner) 

have disappeared
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W O R D  S E A R C H  A N S W E R 4 8
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page

48from 
pageCRYPTOGRAM SOLUTION

“The first time that I sang in the church choir,  

two hundred people changed their religion.”

SPOT THE DIFFERENCES ANSWERS from page 48

282from 
pageCROSSWORD SOLUTION

SPLIT PERSONALITIES

ENGLISH CLASS

FAMOUS NAME: BRITNEY SPEARS

C O L O R C R O S S  # 1 7  S O L U T I O N

Helen Mirren 
Aaron Paul Aaron Paul 

Eye in the SkyEye in the Sky

Aaron Paul Aaron Paul 
Dominic Cooper Dominic Cooper 
Need for SpeedNeed for Speed

Dominic Cooper Dominic Cooper 
Drew Barrymore Drew Barrymore 

Miss You AlreadyMiss You Already

Drew Barrymore Drew Barrymore 
Maggie Gyllenhaal Maggie Gyllenhaal 
Confessions of a Confessions of a 
Dangerous MindDangerous Mind

DOG

HUMAN

STRIKE

BABY

OLD

SEA

HOUSE

WIND

FOOT

WOOD

SPACE

SISTER

COUGH

BUG

CHARM

CAP

PROOF

BLOCK

WARRANT

PILL

ROOM

STEAK

DECK

HAMMER
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©2016 BGE  01-23980-001-EI

Nearly 
1½ feet 1½ feet 

tall!tall!

Classic imagery of Duke adds a 
touch of rugged western 

style to any room

�
Unique sculpted stone styling 

in a warm sandstone finish 
complements any décor

�
Precision timepiece with 

accurate quartz movement

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

This officially-licensed timepiece is custom crafted in 
a limited edition and strong demand is expected from 
Duke fans everywhere.  Act now to acquire the John 
Wayne “All Time Legend” Wall Clock, payable in 
four monthly installments of $24.98 each, for a total 
of $99.95*. Your purchase is risk-free, backed by our 
365-day guarantee. Send no money now. Just mail the 
Reservation Application today!

JOHN WAYNE,                                       , DUKE and THE DUKE 
are the exclusive trademarks of, and the John Wayne name, image, 

likeness and voice and all other related indicia are 
the intellectual property of, John Wayne Enterprises, LLC. 

(C) 2016. All rights reserved. www.JohnWayne.com

www.bradfordexchange.com/alltime

Shown much smaller than 

actual size of 17½ inches high 

x 8¾ inches wide.

YES! Please reserve the John Wayne ÒAll Time LegendÓ Wall Clock 

for me as described in this announcement. for me as described in this announcement. 

Limit: one per order. Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $14.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. 
Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to product availability and Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to product availability and 
order acceptance.order acceptance.

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

CityCity

State                                            ZipState                                            Zip

Email (optional)Email (optional)

01-23980-001-E9669101-23980-001-E96691

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL  60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION          SEND NO MONEY NOW



CHAT/DATELINES

REAL PEOPLE, 
      REAL DESIRE, 
               REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 800-945-3147
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+

FREE PARTYLINE

518-781-2828   18+ 

★★★
ABSOLUTELY FREE to ladies. Talk free

with local men. Call free: (800) 564-4449.  

Men call: (800) 576-9888. 18+.

CHAT/DATELINES

L     K
SECRET ENCOUNTERS for wild, live 

connections with exciting local ladies. Try it 

free. (800) 865-9996. 18+.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

ELECTRONIC WART REMOVER
100% removal success in one 3 minute 

home treatment. (800) 645-0234 

www.wartabater.com.

ORDER LRW video of classic cars. A model 

car will be given away to five customers. http://

lrwfunproducts.wix.com/video

HEALER OF HEARTS

EMERGENCY LOVE SOLUTIONS

FortuneTellerLady.com

Sharon. (424) 202-0861.

♥♥♥♥♥
LOVE READING 1-415-602-2064

Reunites lovers! Results one day!

★★★

Miss Abigail

Psychic reader. Guaranteed results in 

24 hours. Get your life back. Don’t give 

up. Reach me now. (888) 482-4177 

http://psychicreadingsbymissabigail.com

HARNESS-SEEK LOVER 1-954-825-6422

CONTROL-DRAW FAMILY, FRIENDS!

Stops divorce, dark forces. Gain: money, success!

♥♥♥♥♥

FREE LIFE LOVE READING 1-817-282-3144

Powerful amazing 40 years gifted. Fulfi lls faithful 

everlasting love permanently. Conquers life’s 

problems victoriously. Immediately restores 

desires, happiness, success, blessings, destiny. 

Destroys jealous influencing. Completely.

★★★

PAY AFTER LOVER RETURNS

LOVE THERAPIST SCOTTY GRAY

(310) 270-2741

♥♥♥♥♥

IMMEDIATE HELP! 1- 214 -352- 7041

Reuniting love specialist! Free question! 

www.LovePsychicReader.com

★★★
(JOHN) SOLVES PROBLEMS 1 -818- 399- 1985

Immediate love solutions! Two questions!

OF INTEREST TO MEN

♥♥♥♥♥

ATTRACT HOT SEXY LADIES,

MAKE MONEY; LEARN HOW!

“THE GAP GOODIE GURU GUIDE.”
For free brochure and order-form,

call now 24 hours • (800) 834-5369.

(Results vary. Must be 18+. Void in KS.)

♥♥♥♥♥
ASIAN BRIDES! Box 4601NE, Thousand 

Oaks, CA 91359. (805) 492-8040. 

www.pacisl.com

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

FREE BOOK
God's Puzzle Solved

Box 1197
Montgomery, TX 77356

GodsPuzzleSolved.com
e-mail:  art@mokarow.com 
Youtube:  Biblical History

BibleStudyMadeEasy.com
No donations ever accepted

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

EARN CASH and stamps by mail.  For 

details send, $10.00 cash and (3) F/C stamps 

to: Reverend Earl Kelly 1026 “Continental Dr. 

Daytona Beach, FL. 32117-3933.

(818) 916-0267

DOCTOR JUMBO

African Voodoo. Relationships. Powerballs. 

Megamillions. Doctor Jumbo. (818) 916-0267.

♥♥♥♥♥
#1 REUNITES LOVERS 1-800-259-5581

Solves all problems immediately. Guaranteed.

SALEEM AFRICAN psychic. Love 

specialist: reunite lovers, black magic, court, 

business, exams, gambling. (917) 254-6647.

www.africanmedium.com

♥♥♥♥♥
ONE FREE reading guaranteed. Reunites lover 

immediately. (385) 419-5053.

#1 LOVE spells. Guaranteed results in hours. 

(702) 467-7451.

SISTER LEE. Spiritual guidance and 

cleansings. Need help? Guaranteed help! (702) 

412-9917.

OF INTEREST TO MEN

PENIS ENLARGEMENT medical 

pump. Gain 1 -3 inches permanently! Money 

back guarantee. FDA licensed since 1997. 

Free brochure: call (619) 294-7777 

www.drjoelkaplan.com.

TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.TO OUR READERS: The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. When you answer an advertisement you assume the risk of any relationship established with the advertiser.

BUSINESS/PRODUCTS/SERVICESBUSINESS/PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Enquirer Marketplace, 5020 W. Linebaugh Ave., Ste. 210, Tampa, FL 33624 | FAX: 1-888-767-2849
Email: enquirer@russelljohns.com | Advertising: 1-800-223-6226MARKETPLACEMARKETPLACE MARKETPLACE 

ASTROLOGY & PSYCHICASTROLOGY & PSYCHIC

CALL SOPHIA KNIGHT (310) 204-3773
BRINGS BACK LOVER 1 DAY

Sophia Knight gives 100%. I never fail a client. Sophia helps your love problem no 
matter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ matter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ 
emotionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,emotionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,

jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) 
Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. 

Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered 
immediately, with love charm/candle. immediately, with love charm/candle. 1786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 941231786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94123

(800) 223-6226
ENQUIRER@RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

WWW.RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

YOUR AD

COULD BE HERE!

Amazing & Accurate • Satisfaction Guaranteed

1-800-217-3766
PsychicPower.com

10
Minutes For Only 

$499

1st time callers only

Check out our online marketplace!

(800) 223-6226 • ENQUIRER@RUSSELLJOHNS.COM • WWW.RUSSELLJOHNS.COM

www.nationalenquirerclassifi eds.com
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ODD
THE

RR Auction wants 
to get the machine 
running again, so it 
can look and move 
like the real deal, 

below 
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STOP THE ABUSE! A major 

Hollywood celebrity is being Hollywood celebrity is being 

tortured by his estranged wife,  tortured by his estranged wife,  

who has seized complete control  who has seized complete control  

of his life and left his family fearing of his life and left his family fearing 

he may be pushed to suicide! he may be pushed to suicide! 

DON’T MISS NEXT WEEK!
A 

RUSTY piece of junk RUSTY piece of junk 

that sat in a backyard that sat in a backyard 

in Alabama for years in Alabama for years 

is actually a top-is actually a top-

secret NASA moon secret NASA moon 

buggy! The funny-looking buggy! The funny-looking 

vehicle never made it to the vehicle never made it to the 

moon, but it played a major moon, but it played a major 

role in America’s space role in America’s space 

program in the mid-’60s.program in the mid-’60s.

The Brown LSSM — Local The Brown LSSM — Local 

Scientific Survey Module Scientific Survey Module 

— was built as a prototype, — was built as a prototype, 

and was once loaded onto and was once loaded onto 

SCRAP METAL THAT’SRAAP METAAL THHAAT S
OUT OF THIS WORLD!

an experimental aircraft to 

determine how its tires would determine how its tires would 

bounce on the moon.bounce on the moon.

Famed rocket scientist Famed rocket scientist 

Wernher von Braun was even Wernher von Braun was even 

photographed driving it, and photographed driving it, and 

a member of his team recently a member of his team recently 

confirmed its authenticity.confirmed its authenticity.

But back in the day, bone-But back in the day, bone-

headed NASA space cadets headed NASA space cadets 

sold the priceless piece of sold the priceless piece of 

history for scrap.history for scrap.

A historian with the U.S. Air A historian with the U.S. Air 

Force spotted the rickety Force spotted the rickety 

shell while passing through shell while passing through 

the small town of Blountsville the small town of Blountsville 

in 2014 and notified NASA. in 2014 and notified NASA. 

NASA dragged its feet in NASA dragged its feet in 

recovering the vehicle, and it recovering the vehicle, and it 

was sold to a scrap dealer. was sold to a scrap dealer. 

Today, the historically Today, the historically 

significant vehicle looks ready significant vehicle looks ready 

to collapse in a heap, but it’s to collapse in a heap, but it’s 

set to be sold by RR Auction.set to be sold by RR Auction.

“This buggy is absolutely “This buggy is absolutely 

incredible. It’s a real piece incredible. It’s a real piece 

of space history!” declared of space history!” declared 

Robert Livingston, executive Robert Livingston, executive 

vice president, public vice president, public 

relations of RR Auction.relations of RR Auction.

Despite its dilapidated Despite its dilapidated 

condition, the LSSM is condition, the LSSM is 

expected to fetch between expected to fetch between 

$125,000 and $150,000.$125,000 and $150,000.

Robert said: “Thankfully, the Robert said: “Thankfully, the 

scrap dealer realized what scrap dealer realized what 

it was. If it wasn’t for him, it it was. If it wasn’t for him, it 

could have been destroyed.” could have been destroyed.” 

That’s how this hunk of That’s how this hunk of 

junk drove to the top of this junk drove to the top of this 

week’s Odd List! NEweek’s Odd List! NE

 Secret NASA  
 moon buggy  
 found in Alabama  
 backyard 

Although the vehicle 
never made it to space, 
the LSSM was built by 
NASA as a prototype




